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foreword
There are many wonderful things about 

editing Auditoria, but one of my 
favorites is choosing what to put on the 
cover. Given the wealth of incredible 

looking venues included in this issue, I was 
spoilt for choice – I confess to having spent 
an awful lot of time simply staring at stunning 
images of iconic buildings. Although we chose 
in the end to go for the Harbin Opera House, 
there were another fi ve or six options that you 
very nearly held in your hands when you picked 
up this year’s magazine.  

Interestingly, however, two of the most 
memorable experiences I’ve had this year took 
place in theaters that perhaps won’t garner quite 
so many plaudits for their exterior architecture 
as the likes of Grace Farms, Harbin or the 
Elbphilharmonie, all of which you’ll fi nd 
covered in this edition of the magazine.

I grew up on the south coast of England, 
where my ‘local’ (if such a thing exists) was 
the Chichester Festival Theatre. I’ve been 
fortunate enough to visit this much-loved theater 
on a number of occasions, and have always 
been struck by the way in which the theater 
feels connected to the community. A trip to the 
Festival Theatre is one of the fi rst things that 
locals will tell you that you have to do when 
you’re in town, and I’m yet to hear anything 
but good things from anybody I know who 
has visited. Community is an important part of 
running a successful arts venue, as you’ll read in 
our feature on page 14. This year I’ve spoken to 
a number of senior fi gures at venues across the 
globe about how the people involved in an arts 
center – both patrons and staff – are fundamental 
to its success. As more than one of my interview 
subjects told me, all the technology in the world 
doesn’t mean a thing if you don’t hire good 
people, and if you don’t reach out to the visitors 
who buy the tickets.

Technology was at the heart of another 
visit that sticks in my mind. By calling in a few 
favors, I managed to talk myself backstage at 
G Live in Surrey. From the loading docks to the 
lighting catwalks, I was allowed to poke and 
prod (and ask what I presume to be a number 
of very technically inept questions) at the very 
infrastructure that makes it possible to stage the 
shows we all love to sit and watch. Throughout 
this issue, you’ll fi nd articles on the talented 
people working on the latest lighting, acoustics, 
stage technology and seating installations in 
auditoria across the world.

A successful modern venue requires a 
balance of cultivating a passionate workforce, 
reaching out to and engaging with audiences, 
and making sure that a theater has the right 
technology, used in the right way, to suit its 
requirements. You’ll fi nd plenty of examples 
of all these things – and much more – in the 
following pages.
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Auditoria loves…
…the Elbphilharmonie – a distinctive concert house that is 
aiming to become a new cultural hub in the city of Hamburg

D 
espite a troubled construction 
process, the � nishing touches are now 
being made to the Elbphilharmonie 
– an impressive new concert house 
built on the site of one of Hamburg’s 

historic docks. Due to open in January 2017, the 
Elbphilharmonie was designed by Herzog & de 
Meuron and features a striking juxtaposition of 
industrial brickwork lines and sweeping glass curves. 
Work on the Elbphilharmonie (which was covered 
in Auditoria back in 2013) began in 2007, although 
legal disputes between municipal organizations 
and property developers delayed progress on the 
venue signi� cantly – increasing the project cost and 
pushing back the completion date on a number of 
occasions. Following the resolution of the dispute, 
shell construction was completed in November 2013, 
the glass façade was completed in January 2014, and 
the roof was � nally sealed in August of the same year. 

� e Elbphilharmonie contains three concert halls, 
a 250-room hotel, 45 residential apartments and a 
public plaza that o� ers 360° views of the city. 

� e new Grand Hall, which can seat up to 2,100 
people, is situated 164�  from the ground, and follows 

the vineyard design concept, with the orchestra 
located in the middle of the auditorium. In order 
to soundproof the venue, the decoupled, 12,500-ton 
hall sits on 362 large spring assemblies. Acoustician 
Yasuhisa Toyota developed a special material for the 
inside of the hall – the White Skin – which consists 
of 10,000 gypsum � ber panels made from a mixture 
of natural plaster and recycled paper.

Accessible via the public plaza, the Recital 
Hall is a shoebox venue featuring � exible podium 
technology and seating for up to 550 people. Also 
acoustically decoupled, the Recital Hall is located in 
the glass section of the building and sits on 56 spring 
assemblies. � e third and smallest auditorium, the 
Kaistudio, seats 170 people. 

� e Elbphilharmonie’s glass façade is formed 
of 1,100 individual panes – the majority of which 
are individually shaped. Basalt gray re� ective dots 
reduce sunlight heating of the surface and create 
a shimmering visual e� ect. � e roof silhouette is 
formed by eight spherical, concavely bent sections.

When it opens next year, the Elbphilharmonie 
will serve as the permanent home of the NDR 
Symphony Orchestra. ■
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MULTIPURPOSE VENUES

The idea of going to an opera 
house to watch sports might seem 
unusual, but it could be the key  
to ensuring venue longevity
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BY GIOVANNA DUNMALL
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Main: Champions Tennis  
at the Royal Albert Hall  
– a venue not usually 
associated with sports 

Inset: Chess boxing and 
poetry slam are just part 
of the Royal Albert Hall’s 
diverse programming
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W 
ith the growing trend for 
venues to host everything 
from sports to e-gaming, 
the modern auditorium 
has needed to become 

increasingly multipurpose and flexible, offering 
different configurations (and catering to varying 
audience sizes) for a wide range of events. The 
trend is such that even historic and iconic 
music performance spaces have got in on the 
act, adapting to host a wide range of events and 
attempting to become accessible to as wide a 
cross-section of the population as possible.

A case in point is the Royal Albert Hall. Built 
in 1871 to promote the arts and sciences, this 
5,000-seat auditorium in Kensington, London, 
is known for hosting one of the world’s highest 
profile classical music events – the Proms. But it 
also plays host to the Champions Tennis event 
every December, rock concerts, boxing matches 
and Cirque du Soleil extravaganzas. “And that’s 
just in the main auditorium,” explains Lucy 
Noble, director of events at the Royal Albert Hall. 
“In our other spaces we’ve recently held chess-
boxing, a graffiti exhibition, the national poetry 
slam finals and an international skateboarding 
competition. In that sense, there’s nowhere else  
in the country quite like the Royal Albert Hall.” 
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Top and above: The O2 was 
redesigned in 2007, primarily 
for use as a music venue, but 
is suited for a range of events

Right: Bristol Arena has been 
designed with a multipurpose 
ethos in mind from the outset 

MULTIPURPOSE VENUES
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Changing of the guard
In the UK, The O2, also in London, is perhaps  
the closest thing to a contemporary equivalent. 
Originally designed by Richard Rogers to house 
the ambitious Millennium Dome museum under 
a lightweight cable structure, the interior was 
redesigned by sports and entertainment architect 
Populous in 2007. Now, among other facilities, 
The O2 features three music venues – the 20,000-
seat O2 Arena, Indigo at The O2, which can host 
2,800, and the Brooklyn Bowl, which has a 
capacity of 800. 

The first large music arena built in London 
since the Royal Albert Hall, The O2 Arena hosts 
major concerts and residencies, but also family 
shows, spoken word, the Brit Awards and the 
Barclays ATP World Tour Finals. The two smaller 
venues host concerts, tribute bands, revival acts, 
comedians and VIP after-parties. “You could say 
The O2 has all the venues necessary to capture 
artists on their way up and on their way down,” 
jokes Nicholas Reynolds, senior principal at 
Populous and director of its London office. 

Even at a high-tech venue such as The O2, 
hosting different event types in quick succession 
is a challenge, and meeting it owes a lot to the 
capacity of the venue’s roof. In 2007, The O2 
Arena had two big shows rigged up at the same 
time – the 21-night Prince residency and a 
Rolling Stones show that took place on Prince’s 
nights off. “Because Prince played in the round 
and the Rolling Stones played at the end, in very 
crude terms all that was necessary was to take out 
the center stage and bring the end stage in when 
the Rolling Stones were playing,” says Reynolds.

Another of the major challenges of a space 
that hosts both music and sports (or other events) 
is acoustics. Reverberation times are greatly 
reduced with advanced acoustic treatments and 
insulation nowadays, says Reynolds, “but the 

challenge you then have is that, for events such as 
ice hockey or other sports, you want the sound to 
be live and harsh. You want to hear the squeak of 
the trainers on the basketball floor.” The solution 
is to electronically amplify these sounds and pipe 
them back in digitally, although in practice, adds 
Reynolds, this is rarely necessary.

When designing for flexibility, the most banal 
things can also be important. Generous parking 
space around a venue enhances the ability to 
conduct quick turnarounds. “At some venues 
there is space for four lorries to load and unload 
nearby, but overnight parking is half an hour away 
and costs money,” says Reynolds. “The time it 
takes to unload and load is greatly increased 
compared with a venue where 18 lorries can  
park right next to the arena.” 

Stranger things
Not only can traditional concert venues be used 
to host unexpected events, but a surprising range 
of everyday locations can be transformed into 
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temporary auditoria. In 2006, France’s biggest 
soccer stadium, the Stade de France, was the 
stage for a reenactment of Ben-Hur. The famous 
1996 Farewell to the World concert by Australian 
band Crowded House, held on the steps of the 
Sydney Opera House, attracted at least 120,000 
people, although some estimates place attendance 
at as much as 250,000. And the Sydney Opera 
House’s diversity of programming doesn’t end 
there. As Heather Clarke, Sydney Opera House 
event operations and planning manager explains, 
the variety of events ranges from dance, cabaret, 
theater, contemporary and classical music, 
indigenous arts, comedy and circus events to 
performances by the venue’s many resident 
dance, theater and music companies and 
orchestras. The area has also hosted the Senior 
Champion Girl Finals since 1974. 

But is there a risk that using such a famous 
opera hall for non-music events devalues it as 
a venue or damages its reputation? “Not at all,” 
says Clarke. “Our venues, including the Concert 
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MEETING OF MINDS
Due for completion in 2018, Bristol Arena will be located next  
to Temple Meads railway station and has been conceived by 
international design practice Populous. Shaped internally like  
an elongated horseshoe with more seats at one end, it has been 
designed to seamlessly convert from a live concert venue for 12,000 
fans (many of them standing) to a 4,000-seat amphitheater with an 
end stage. “Instead of designing a building that can change from one 
predominant mode to amphitheater mode, and have the amphitheater 
be almost an afterthought, the idea with this building was to design 
two venues and see how they meet,” says Nicholas Reynolds, a senior 
principal at the practice. Bristol Arena also features massive external 
spaces, which will be used for hosting outdoor concerts for up to 
5,000 people, and also for indoor events that spill outdoors (Reynolds 
cites the example of the carnival-style fairground that accompanied 
Britney Spears on her Circus tour in 2011). The design is also suitable 
for events such as outdoor cinema, ice rinks, markets and pop-up 
festivals. Outdoor concert space enables venues to counter the slump 
that all arenas typically experience during the summer months when 
acts are playing at festivals, explains Reynolds, and also helps to 
integrate the venue into the city. “What you are trying to do with any 
new building is create a genuine affinity between the local population 
and that building. If what goes on in that building only happens inside, 
then it’s hard for people to connect with it.”



“The main purpose of an event like Red 
Bull Cliff Diving is absolutely to raise funds, 
not only for the opera, but for the theater’s 
regular programming,” says Jonas Sommer, 
project coordinator at the Royal Danish Theatre 
– an umbrella group for a number of venues, 
including the Copenhagen Opera House. “Even 
though the theater is supported financially by the 
government, it is expected – and is our desire –  
that we collaborate with the business world.  
A part of that is renting out our venues to 
business events like Red Bull Cliff Diving.”

Hosting such a photo-friendly event also 
raises the profile of the Opera House around the 
world. “Beside the funding, we are very much 
aware that hosting an event like the cliff diving is 

Hall, are always well-presented and maintained. 
The focus isn’t on what comes before or after, but 
on ensuring that every audience member and 
every performer has the best possible experience. 
Ultimately we want to open up this Australian 
icon to as many people as possible.”

The modern auditorium’s mantra should be to 
connect with different audiences – and they don’t 
come much more different than those watching 
cliff diving off the top of the Copenhagen Opera 
House. The venue has a program that includes 
ballet, opera, theater and classical music, but also 
regularly hosts award shows and pop concerts. 
Furthermore, for the past four years, entrants to 
the Red Bull Cliff Diving World Series have leapt 
from the opera house’s roof.
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MULTIPURPOSE VENUES

Above, from top: The Sydney 
Opera House main concert 
hall; Crowded House performs 
outside of the iconic venue;  
the Joan Sutherland Theatre

Main and below right: Red Bull 
Cliff Diving from the top of the 
Copenhagen Opera House
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 MULTIPURPOSE VENUES

putting the opera house in the spotlight for the 
spectacular building that it is,” Sommer adds. 
“Clearly we don’t expect to sell more tickets 
because of the attention on the building, but we 
are very happy that the opera house has become 
a recognizable symbol of Copenhagen.”

Reynolds agrees that the commercial angle 
is vital, but also believes enhanced flexibility is 
about future-proofing venues and giving them 
as long a lease of life as possible. Whether it’s ice 
hockey in a stadium or tennis in a music hall, 
hosting events not strictly designed for the venue 
actually “enhances its reputation and familiarity”, 
he believes. Often a venue’s signature, or its 
most iconic event, is not the one the building 
was originally designed for. Pink Floyd’s Final 
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o Lunacy show in the Royal Albert Hall in 1969 

is a good example. “One of the successes of the 
modernization of the Albert Hall,” says Reynolds, 
“was that it didn’t add in flexibility at the expense 
of the original building’s character and ability to 
hold its historical events.” Adapting a building 
to be flexible, while retaining the iconic ‘feel’ 
of a venue, can be a challenge. But meeting 
the multipurpose challenge is far preferable 
to a historic venue losing its standing in the 
marketplace and being forced to close down. n

Author
Giovanna Dunmall is a London-based
freelance journalist specializing in 
architecture, design and the arts
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HUMAN RESOURCES

People
I 

t’s easy to focus on the remarkable 
technological accomplishments found  
in performing arts centers. Incredible 
feats of engineering and stunning displays 
of architecture are increasingly common, 

but it’s important to remember that, at the heart of 
any successful performance venue are the people 
inside the building. Not just audiences, either, but 
staff as well.

“I think, primarily, these are community 
centers,” says David Baile, the CEO of ISPA – 
the International Society for the Performing 
Arts. “The most successful venues today are a 
part of their communities. It’s much more than 
a collection of equipment and space, it’s about 
welcoming people into the venue, participating  
in the broader community. In the past, I think that 

word, community, was perhaps derided in the arts 
industry. Now it’s a critical part of who we are.”

For Baile and others, it’s important to recognize 
that, despite all the technological achievements 
in the world, it’s audiences and staff that are the 
difference between an arts venue that is viewed as 
a monolithic bastion of impenetrable elitism, and 
one that is a functioning, vital part of the local 
arts community. To celebrate this, Baile, working 
with Auditoria, selected some of those making 
a difference in the arts world. “It is in no way a 
comprehensive list,” Baile adds. “But it’s some 
of the people I think are visionary. People are a 
critical component of what we do, and these are 
leaders who recognize that, are making significant 
changes and developing their venues’ role in the 
community, looking at the broader picture.”

Auditoria regularly covers some of the most innovative  
performing arts centers in the industry – but these  
venues would be nothing without the people inside
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MARC BLONDEAU
CEO, Place des Arts, Montreal, Canada

For Marc Blondeau, the CEO of Place des Arts in 
Montreal, Canada, relationships are at the heart of 
what he’s been trying to do since he took the position 
a little under five years ago. “My approach has been 
that we ultimately want to attract audiences, but first 
and foremost we have to work with artists, producers, 
promoters and agents on the projects or operations 
that make possible that rendezvous with the public,” 
Blondeau explains. “Relationships are at the basis of 
any transaction.

“Every time that we’ve had the opportunity to hire, 
on the management team or on other levels within 
the organization, we’ve been very careful at getting 
this right balance of people that have an appetite for 
tangible results, but who will also have a good 
creative approach to relationship management.”

Blondeau’s passion for the performing arts, coupled 
with extensive business and management experience 
garnered during a career in the media industry, saw 
him approached by an independent recruitment body 
to head up the prestigious arts center. He believes 
the balance of passion and results should permeate 
throughout the institution he runs. “When you look 
at the work that we do – from the residencies and 
creative work, right the way up to selling tickets and 
what happens in the halls – you want a great vitality 
in what happens here. This cultural space is a very 
vibrant one, and so, whether it be in selling tickets 
for the performances, or making sure that people are 
attracted to visit our free programming, you want the 
place to be known and appreciated for the vitality it 
provides the community. That’s what drives us.”



HUMAN RESOURCES
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BENSON PUAH
CEO, Esplanade, Singapore
Operating a successful performing arts space, according 
to Esplanade’s CEO Benson Puah, owes everything to 
attracting the right people – both as visitors to the venue 
and as employees. “We need to find people who fit the 
requirements of the job, and my aim for every member 
of staff who joins Esplanade is that we are able to help them 
grow professionally and personally.” Puah sees an intrinsic 
link between the people he hires and the community he 
hopes to engage with. “I will always share with prospective 
candidates that they are not just taking on a job,” he 
continues. “You are accepting a responsibility when you 
choose to work here because we are all driven to serve the 
community through the arts. You must believe in that – you 
must believe in our vision, mission and core values.”

Happy staff can equate to satisfied audiences, Puah adds. 
“If we expect our staff to give a good experience for our 
patrons, then we must also look after our staff. The happiness 
of all my staff is also my top priority.” 

The role of the venue, Puah believes, is far more than simply 
providing a space to exhibit performance art. “Esplanade’s 
mandate is to enrich the lives of Singaporeans through the 
breadth and depth of what happens in the arts and cultural 
sphere. Esplanade is Singapore’s national performance arts 
center, and we are a center for everyone.”
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JUDY LISI
CEO and president, Straz Center for the Performing Arts, Tampa, Florida

The notion of opening up a venue to the community is one that’s being wholeheartedly 
embraced by the Straz Center for the Performing Arts in Tampa, Florida. A US$100m 
masterplan includes new and expanded facilities that reach out into the community, 
explains president and CEO Judy Lisi. “The idea behind parts of the masterplan, such 
as expanding our lobby and a new multipurpose events center, is to make this venue 
available to everyone, whether you’re attending a ticketed event of not. To open the 
doors and make sure that every member of the community has access and feels a 
part of what’s happening here.”

As Lisi explains, an important step is removing the myth that ‘art’ is only for those 
who can afford tickets to the opera. “That’s a big part of it,” she says of tackling this 
misconception. “And I think that by doing that, we can bring some of what we do in 
the theaters outside too. At some point, people who might not have been comfortable 
coming inside might be more comfortable taking that step.” 

Inside the organization, it’s also important to ensure that the next generation of arts 
leaders is building the experience that will benefit them in later years. “There’s going 
to be a huge transition from one generation to the next,” Lisi adds. “How we manage 
that is very important. The transition needs to be handled very delicately. I do think it’s 
really important to start figuring out who the next generation of leaders is going to be. 
And they need to be practitioners now.”

 AUDITORIA ANNUAL 2017 17
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CLAIRE SPENCER
CEO, Arts Centre Melbourne, Australia

A key aspect of any performance venue’s 
mandate must be to ensure a connection 
to the community in which it is situated, 
as Arts Centre Melbourne CEO Claire 
Spencer explains. “We have responsibilities 
to remain relevant to the communities that 
we serve and to provide a safe and secure 
environment for each and every one of 
them to engage with us in remarkable 
experiences. That responsibility includes 
all our stakeholders, from the people who 
work at Arts Centre Melbourne, through 
to the audiences and artists, and right up 
to the government.

“The performance of the venues and 
the relationship with all these stakeholders 
really go hand in hand and you can’t expect 
to remain relevant if either of those aspects 
gets left behind.”

Recognizing how the audience might 
change is also vital if a venue such as Arts 
Centre Melbourne is to continue to thrive. 
“Change can be reflected in the sorts of 
performances that feature on our stages, 
the generational change that spreads right 
across our audiences – impacting on the 
sorts of performances different audience 
members want to see – and the way our 
facilities are able to accommodate these 
changes,” Spencer explains. “We have 
recognized the relevance of our Asian 
neighbors and, in recent times, engaged 
right across these diverse and creative 
cultures, presenting programs on our 
stages and through sharing knowledge 
and creativity beyond our shores. 

“Programming has also responded to 
include events specially aimed at children 
and families, while a strong learning and 
participation stream has connected us 
more directly with schools and the school 
curriculum, and is now being spearheaded 
through our new digital education facility, 
The Channel. Our ability to be forward-
thinking, to be agile and to adapt, helps 
retain an essential connection across all 
our stakeholders. I think it keeps us fresh 
and helps ensure our passion continues and 
our energy is focused and used wisely.”
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SIMON REININK
Managing director, The Concertgebouw, Amsterdam, Netherlands

For Simon Reinink, the managing director of The Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, the 
role of people in a successful venue is an obvious one. “It’s very simple,” he explains.  
“I compare this hall to a Stradivarius violin. It’s an incredible instrument, but an instrument 
needs to be played. The tone of the music, the sound and the feel is decided by the 
people who play the instrument. People come into this concert hall, and we have all  
this tradition and history – we are now 128 years old – but if the people who work in  
the concert hall don’t understand that, and don’t grasp that, and if they don’t have that  
in their DNA, then it doesn’t fit – it doesn’t work. People are part of it.”

Not only are the people working at the organization important, Reinink continues, but 
their relationship with audiences is equally vital. “We are just in the midst of a process 
through which we are searching for the right phrasing, the right wording, to explain to 
our employees what we want to radiate – what kind of atmosphere we want in this hall. 
We’ve come to the conclusion that it has, in the past, been a little too formal. We want  
it to be a little bit more human. When people come, we want them to feel as if they’ve 
been plunged into a warm bathtub of great music and great people.”

The passion that Reinink is determined to cultivate already suffuses his team. “It’s an 
underpaid job, most of the time, compared with other industries,” he continues. “But the 
people who work here are intrinsically so motivated.” Reinink is, he admits, also lucky  
to have a workforce that will be around for many years to come. “There are many young 
people working in our hall – around 70% of them are around the age of 30.”
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LOUISE MITCHELL
Chief executive, 
Colston Hall, Bristol, UK

In 2011, the decision was taken to change 
Bristol’s Colston Hall – a Grade II-listed 
concert hall – from a local authority-run 
venue to an independent charity-managed 
organization. And as chief executive Louise 
Mitchell explains, a much-needed £45m 
(US$60m) transformation of the hall, which 
will see the old building close in May 2018 
and reopen in early 2020, will create a 
space that will be accessible for all in the 
Bristol community. “We’re talking about 
completely gutting and starting again. In 
September 2017, Colston Hall will be 150 
years old, and we want to build something 
that could last for the next 150 years – 
something that shows the proper respect 
for musicians and audiences. We are the 
only UK concert hall that is also the city’s 
music education hub and we have a 
particular interest in working with 
musicians who have special educational 
needs and disabilities. The new building 
will be completely accessible to all, in the 
same way that our event program should 
be accessible to all. We have very strong 
ties in Bristol with the British Paraorchestra, 
and also with a number of organizations, 
including the University of the West of 
England, which is pioneering technology 
for disabled musicians. My job is to make 
sure that the building can enable all that 
to go ahead.”

Having the right people to work in the 
new building, however, is equally as 
important. “It’s very easy to get focused 
on the physical nature of the building,” 
Mitchell explains. “But running the 
building is only a part of what we do. 
Getting the right staff, having people with 
a passion – either specialist people who’ve 
worked in other places, or people with a 
burning desire to learn – is absolutely 
fundamental.” Those people, Mitchell adds, 
will help Colston Hall continue to find a 
place at the center of the local community. 
“Our mission statement is to put music at 
the heart of Bristol life. We promote quite 
a lot of events in other venues throughout 
the city, and that’s not only because, in a 
couple of years, we won’t have a building 
of our own to promote in. We promote 
open-air events, smaller venues, and 
collaborate with the St George’s Bristol 
concert hall. Our job is to make sure that 
the people of Bristol have a wide-ranging 
program of high-quality events.” ■
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GRACE FARMS

Amazing

Echoing the landscape in which it sits, the River 
building at Grace Farms in Connecticut merges 
indoor and outdoor space in a venue designed 

to bring the community together
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Amazingrace
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O 
ne hour’s drive north of New 
York City is an oasis – a 
venue that fuses indoor 
and outdoor space and 
is able to host a variety 

of artistic, religious and community 
events. Previously a patchwork of small 

farms (and originally earmarked for 
re-zoning for a residential subdivision), 
the 80-acre property now known as 

Grace Farms is the picturesque home to 
the River building, designed by Pritzker 
Prize-winning Japanese architect SANAA 
(assisted by New York’s Handel Architects) 
as a long, winding succession of glass-
ensconced spaces.

“We wanted a building that would 
blend in with the natural surroundings 
and draw people into the landscape,” 
explains Sharon Prince, president of the 

Grace Farms Foundation, “while also 
supporting and enhancing the Foundation’s 

hope of creating an open space for people 
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 “You work on construction for a year, and you know  
 the project really well, but I still don’t think any of  
 us expected the façade to seem that curvaceous” 
Lauren Fog, construction manager, Sciame



 

to experience nature, encounter the arts, pursue 
justice, foster community and explore faith.” 

To create a fusion of architecture and landscape, 
“we proposed a building that spreads beneath a 
long, large roof, which follows the landscape and 
floats in the center of the site,” explains architect 
Shohei Yoshida of SANAA. Award-winning 
Philadelphia design company Olin assisted with 
the project’s landscaping. The US$83m River 
building covers 83,000ft2, and was completed 
in October 2015. The building, which varies in 
width from 25-150ft, begins on a knoll and then 
flows along a long, gentle slope for approximately 
1,400ft (undergoing a 45ft grade change) in a 
series of bends that form pond-like small bodies 
of water that are easily visible from outside – all 
under one roof. 

“The interior programs are found under 
the large roof, organized and wrapped in glass 
volumes according to their character and use,” 
Yoshida says. “One space may be quiet and more 
secluded, while another may be a community 
space where many guests could gather. From one 
room, one may see the large lake in the distance, 
and from another, one can overlook the wetlands 
in the gently descending landscape below. This 
large roof also gives way to a variety of ambiences 
such as a lively room facing an active plaza, or a 
calm space with sunlight trickling through the 
foliage of the trees.”

“You work on construction for a year, and 
you know the project really well, but I still don’t 
think any of us expected the façade to seem that 
curvaceous,” explains Lauren Fog of Sciame, the 
construction manager for Grace Farms. “I’m  
sure that the architects felt that way too. Even 
though you know something well, it continues  
to surprise you.”

Finding sanctuary
The building’s largest gathering space, which is 
located at the end of the architectural procession 
(through a welcome center, dining facilities, 
multipurpose gymnasium, a media lab, offices 
and a library), is the Sanctuary – the venue’s  
700-seat amphitheater. “This is where we present 
performances and hold workshops supporting 
our initiatives,” Prince says. “It is where one of 
our space grantees, Grace Community Church, 
holds services on Sundays. It is where the local 
and global community comes together to engage 
with complex ideas and artistry and to acutely 
experience nature throughout the seasons.”

Unlike most concert halls or auditoria, 
the Sanctuary is surrounded by glass, giving 

 GRACE FARMS
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The Sanctuary is a 700-seat, 
glass-clad amphitheater, and 
provides the largest gathering 
space within Grace Farms



Seeing clearly
Lighting was also a paramount concern given the 
high levels of daylight. “I’ve never done so many 
lighting mock-ups, probably more than the rest 
of them combined,” Miller says, noting the work 
of BuroHappold Engineering on the project. “We 
wanted fixtures to be concealed, and to put light 
on the building in a way that felt natural. During 
the day, the lights are to be sort of imperceptible. 
But then at night, they become an important 
element. Not in the sense of ‘now we see this 
object’, but they light the building in a new sort  
of way, so you have a different experience.”

The Sanctuary design also called for a 
wide-open, column-free space, but given the 
project’s wood ceiling and structural system, 
that necessitated extra steps. “Glue-laminated 
structures are limited in how you can use them,” 
Miller explains. “For big assembly spaces, you 
run against length and span problems. We had 
to put together these glulam trusses with steel 

attendees of a church service, concert or lecture 
the sensation of being connected to the outdoors. 
“We wanted a view from the Sanctuary to see  
the pond and other parts of nature and to 
simultaneously see the speakers on stage,” 
explains architect Peter Miller, formerly with 
Handel Architects during the design of the 
River building and now at New York’s Palette 
Architecture. “It was all about siting these at just 
the perfect elevation and location as the building 
cascades down.” But that was not easy given the 
wet site. Not only was the structure perched on 
a hillside adjacent to wetlands, but there is an 
aquifer not far below the ground surface. The 
building had to be tied to the rock below, or 
certain portions of the River that are below the 
water table, such as the gymnasium, “would float 
like a boat”, Miller adds.

Achieving the transparency necessary not 
only to see outside from within, but to peer from 
outside into the space, meant that the design 
needed large overhangs. “We could do low-iron 
glass with no coatings on it and still achieve 
10 LEED points for energy efficiency,” Miller 
says. “That enabled us to be super-clear.” And 
the results have paid off. The architect recalls 
attending a lecture in the Sanctuary during which 
a deer began walking outside behind the stage. 
“It was almost like it was about to walk on stage,” 
he remembers. “It did affect the lecture. Everyone 
saw the deer. But it’s totally unique in that sense. 
The environment can really affect that communal 
experience, as can the light itself. People are now 
writing performances specifically for this space.”

GRACE FARMS
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BEST IN GLASS
Almost all of the River’s façade is made of curved glass that had to  
be custom designed and fabricated, with 203 mostly curved panes, 
7-8ft wide. “A lot of SANAA’s buildings have used single-pane glass, 
which is easier to get curved,” explains Peter Miller. “But in this snowy 
region, we needed insulated glass. That’s much more challenging. 
This is probably one of the largest curved insulated glass façades 
that’s been made.” The architects worked with a German glass curtain 
wall manufacturer, Roschmann Group, to create a new type of spacer 
between panels of low-iron glass that is very thin and curveable. The 
glass was then curved to specification by Spanish architectural glass 
specialist, Cricursa.

Above: Large overhangs make 
it possible to see clearly into 
Grace Farms from outside, 
while the extensive use of 
glass ensures visitors feel  
connected to the environment
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 GRACE FARMS

of acoustically absorptive fabric curtains as well 
as perforated acoustic panels from manufacturer 
9Wood in the otherwise Douglas Fir ceiling. 
Harvey believes it “dramatically improves the 
reverberation time”. 

In its first year of operation, Grace Farms 
has already become a popular destination, not 
only for cultural and spiritual gatherings, but 
as a meeting place. “Grace Farms is a place for 
everyone,” Prince says. “It is a place where diverse 
communities join together for good, creating 
unexpected outcomes. With an engage-as-you-
choose approach, Grace Farms not only opens  
its doors to neighbors in Connecticut and New 
York towns, but also extends the invitation 
nationally and globally.” n

Author
Brian Libby is a Portland, Oregon-based
freelance journalist who specializes in the
arts and architecture

elements added to the glulams to get longer 
spans. We wanted them to be seamless, to appear 
as one piece. They’re about 100ft long, these 
trusses. They’re harvested from wood in the 
northwest. They could make them in one piece 
but they could not deliver them over the Rocky 
Mountains. We had to come up with delivery 
routes through southern Mexico.”

Because of the Sanctuary’s transparency, and 
due to its multipurpose role hosting a variety of 
events, the acoustics were a challenge. “The use 
of glass has become very common in assembly 
spaces,” explains David Harvey, a partner at 
Harvey Marshall Berling Associates, the River 
building’s acoustical consultant. “You really have 
two issues. One is the shape of the room in terms 
of the hard reflections you get off glass. The other 
thing we look for a room to have is a certain 
amount of diffusion, so sound is scattered and 
diffused throughout the seating area.” To mitigate 
the effect of the glass, the design added a series 

Above: The column-free design 
required extra attention be 
given to the ceiling system. 
Trusses were so large that 
delivery routes had to be 
planned through Mexico



ACOUSTICS

Tuning in

D 

owntime is an extremely 
expensive and disruptive 
issue for any performing arts 
organization. But what if a 
concert hall or theater needs 

acoustic improvements because artists are 
complaining about acoustic shortcomings? 
Besides the expense, any large renovation project 
will cause significant disruption to orchestras, 
opera or theater groups, as well as to audiences.

But what are the alternatives to a full-blown 
renovation? For acousticians, it is a remarkable 
experience to work with an orchestra during 
the final tuning prior to opening a new hall – 
when small changes to acoustics elements such 
as reflectors or curtains around the stage can 
produce striking differences in sound quality, 
giving the impression of listening to several 
different concert halls on the same day. Can the 
same be achieved in existing concert halls – and 
even in historic venues?

Recent projects illustrate that, in most cases, 
significant improvements can be made even 
while the venue is in operation, or during the 
short periods in between shows. Even in venues 
with considerable acoustical issues, problems are 
often specific to one part of the room and can 
be resolved by locally tuning surfaces. Another 
advantage of this approach is the opportunity to 
discuss the changes with performers and to listen 
after each step, adjusting the plans for the next 
phase of the project.

Problem solving
Many concert halls suffer from unsatisfactory  
on-stage acoustics, with musicians unable to hear 
themselves or each other properly. This results  
in difficulties for ensemble performances and 
inadequate balance between the instruments. 
Musicians performing at both the Casa da Música 
in Porto, Portugal, and the Stadthaus Winterthur 
concert hall in Switzerland experienced such 
issues, and although the venues’ architectures 
differ considerably – the former is considered a 

Venue acoustics can be vastly improved without the need for 
costly downtime and extensive disruption to artists and audiences
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Main: The Casa da Música, 
Porto, with new acoustic 
settings. Canopy height and 
tilt adjustments improved 
projection to the audience, 
reduced on-stage loudness 
and increased definition

Left: The loudness on stage 
was further controlled  
by strategically adding  
absorption to existing  
perforated or slatted finishes. 
Some areas remain untreated 
for beneficial reflections

Below left: Vertically inclined 
transparent reflectors have 
been used to improve the 
cross-stage communication
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Above: Stadthaus Winterthur in 
Switzerland with the new stage 
shell. The ellipsoidal lights 
provide reflections back to the 
musicians and to audience in 
the stalls. Photo: Karl Fülscher 
for Architekturbüro Johann Frei

Opposite page, left: Acoustic 
reflectors in the Chapelle 
Corneille are attached to the 
backs of the last row of chairs. 
Four types of reflectors with 
different inclinations and 
angles provide a homogeneous 
distribution of sound

Opposite page, right: The view 
from the upper gallery in the 
Chapelle Corneille. The 21ft-
diameter chandelier rotates 
to expose a mirrored side or 
a convex acoustic reflector 
creating clarity-enhancing 
reflections back toward the 
musicians and audience

ACOUSTICS
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masterpiece of modern design; the latter is one  
of the most important examples of neoclassicism 
in Switzerland – the acoustical causes were very 
similar: excess loudness on stage and a lack of 
projection toward the audience.

In both projects, the addition of acoustical 
absorption close to the loudest instruments 
reduced sound levels. Acoustical projection 
and communication on stage were improved 
by tuning and/or installing sound reflecting 
surfaces. Expert feedback from artists was key to 
developing solutions that could be implemented 
with minimal disruption to the orchestra – for 
example, the new stage shell at Winterthur was 
installed in only two weeks.

Following a similar approach, changes were 
undertaken in the Stockholm Concert Hall, home 
to the Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra. 
In spite of several changes and renovations since 
its opening in 1926, the 1,800-seat concert hall 
had always struggled with problematic acoustic 
conditions. While the last renovation in 2000 
improved some of these particular issues, 
the musicians continued to complain about 
difficulties hearing themselves and each other, 
while audience members observed a lack of 
reverberation and poor orchestral balance.

By adding a moderate amount of acoustical 
absorption at the rear part of the stage and by 

tilting the existing over-stage acoustic reflectors, 
the narrower front of the stage was acoustically 
balanced with the much wider rear section. For 
better cross-stage communication, vertically 
inclined Plexiglas panels were added to the 
balcony fronts around the stage, enabling tighter 
ensemble playing and better orchestral balance. 
The semi-transparent technical grid – installed 
during a previous renovation and suspended 
below the entire ceiling – was identified as the 
reason for the lack of reverberation. Rather than 
embarking on a time-consuming renovation 
scheme, with options including demolition 
and replacement of the technical access level, 
it was decided to first test an electroacoustic 
enhancement option to cancel the attenuation  
of sound passing through the grid. Installed over 
the course of three days, natural reverberant 
sound was picked up with microphones high in 
the hall and fed via the house mixing console to 
loudspeakers above the ceiling. The loudspeaker 
sound was diffused to subtly mix with the natural 
reverberation and create a smooth and natural 
enhancement of the reverberation that fully 
maintains the acoustical character of the hall. 
Now the acoustic and architectural ceiling heights 
correspond well. The improvement during the 
tests was so dramatic that the chief conductor, 
Sakari Oramo, decided to never conduct a 



 

rehearsal or concert without the system again. 
The temporary system has now been replaced 
with a permanent installation.

Respecting history
Working on architecturally constrained projects 
can inspire solutions for adapting existing venues 
to new uses.

The Chapelle Corneille in Rouen, France, is a 
protected monument and while the project’s aim 
was to create a concert hall for chamber music, 
orchestras and choral music, a prerequisite of the 
brief was to not obstruct the original vision of the 
chapel. All acoustic improvements are achieved with 
mobile elements that can be considered furniture 
and do not interfere with the architecture of the 
space, while at the same time creating a new sonic 
and architectural experience. n

www.kahle.be

 ACOUSTICS
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FINE ACOUSTICS IS NOT THERE TO BE SEEN
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STAGE TECHNOLOGY

D 
ie Staatstheater Stuttgart – The 
Stuttgart State Theatre – is a 
multibranched theater house, 
and home to the Stuttgart 
Opera, Ballet and Drama 

Theatre. The Stuttgart Drama Theatre’s original 
venue was completely destroyed during World 
War II. In its place, a new theater was built 
in 1962. Since its opening, the Staatstheater 
Stuttgart’s stage technology has been replaced 
on two occasions, in 1992 and 2012. 

In 2012 a major reconstruction of the 
complete stage technology took place, with  
the intention to modernize the venue, bringing 
it in line with the latest functional and safety 
demands. Unfortunately, the new installation 
was partially faulty and therefore not fully 
satisfactory. As a result, use of the theater 
by the venue’s performing arts program was 
restricted. To rectify this, a final refurbishment 
was tendered and finally awarded to Bosch 
Rexroth. Project planning started in 2015, and 
building activities took place during a three-
month season break in 2016. In 2017, another 
period of building works will take place to 
finalize the works. 

Managing machines
The stage machinery consists of: two orchestra 
elevators; three 39.4 x 13.1ft main stage 
elevators (double-floor) with a total of 24 trap 
doors; two 26.2 x 3.3ft table trap lifts; two 39.4 
x 13.1ft backstage elevators; two 39.4 x 13.1ft 
sidestage elevators; one 39.4 x 39.4ft turntable 
wagon in two parts; two 39.4 x 13.1ft stage 
wagons; a safety curtain and proscenium 
bridge; nine proscenium hoists; 27 existing 
machinery hoists; and 26 new machinery 
hoists to be installed in 2017.

The refurbishment of a state 
theater involved the installation 
of brand-new machinery and 
sophisticated control systems
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The Stuttgart State Theatre 
required the specification 
and installation of extremely 
complex stage machinery and 
advanced control systems



STAGE TECHNOLOGY
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The turntable wagon is probably the most 
important part of machinery on the 9,150ft² 
stage, and is used in nearly every performance. 
Bosch Rexroth decided to design a complete new 
wagon with state-of-the-art drive and control 
technology. The wagon is divided into two parts, 
a smaller 39.4 x 13.1ft wagon and a larger 39.4 x 
26.2ft wagon. The wagons are coupled by means 
of electrical interlock mechanisms. Once paired, 
the 38.7ft turntable can be driven by means of 
two friction wheel drives placed on the larger 
wagon upstage. 

The turntable wagons are driven by 12 drive 
units, situated partly underneath the turntable. 
With a height of less than 7.9in, they can easily 
be placed within the existing building height. The 
side stage wagons contain four drive units each. 
Every drive unit consists of two servo motors, 
radially assembled within a rotating assembly. 
Regulation of the direction of rotation and 
speed of each motor means that the direction of 
drive and speed of the wagon can be controlled. 
Furthermore, each drive unit is pneumatically 
pressed to the stage floor. This allows for two 
essential functions. Firstly, the variability of 
the pressure makes it possible to adapt to the 
maximum surface pressure on the wooden 
floor, ensuring sufficient friction in case of 
heavy working loads. Secondly, each branch of 
pressured air can be shut off, causing the spring-
loaded drive unit to lift from the floor. This can 
be used as a redundant feature in case of parts 
failure. Furthermore, the pneumatics are used to 
lift and lower two friction-wheel encoder units 
when changing the direction of travel along the 
x-axis and y-axis. 

Taking care
Safety is the keyword when it comes to horizontal 
movements on stage. When dealing with movable 
understage machinery, it is of utmost importance 
to have safety-related control mechanisms within 
one merged stage control system. The SYB 3.0 
provides SIL 3 safety functions for the inter-
coordinated horizontal and vertical movement. 
Therefore, the new wagons have been fully 
equipped with sensor technology. Way encoders 
on friction wheels provide basic data. Interaction 
with inductive line tracks and end positions 
means that the direction of travel can be 
controlled to the smallest tolerances and safety 
redundancy is achieved. 

Furthermore, every part of the understage 
machinery is tagged by unique RFID so that 
the control system knows where the wagons are 
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Main: Work was undertaken 
during a three-month period 
in 2016. Additional building 
works will take place in 2017

Right: Bosch Rexroth not only 
installed brand-new systems, 
but also took over control of 
all other stage machinery

located. Using this data, the advanced control 
system can block parts of understage machinery 
or allow only safe movements. In addition, all 
these sensors are built into a closed and clean 
floor surface, which reduces maintenance 
requirements to a minimum. 

Bosch Rexroth also took over control of all 
other stage machinery with the use of its latest 
SYB 3.0 stage control system. With its 22 safety 
functions, in accordance with DIN EN 61508 
SIL 3, and its next-generation user interface, the 
system provides safety, availability and usability 
in spite of its complexity. Bosch Rexroth’s system 
takes touch control – like that commonly found 
in smartphones and tablets – and transfers that 
functionality to stage technology. The multitouch 
screen of the new SCIV operator panel replaces 
the previously commonplace entry keys, thus 
simplifying operation. In contrast, movements 
are still performed and stopped via mechanical 
control elements that comply with SIL 3. The 
control panels, which feature high-quality 
aluminum housings, work noiselessly. Despite 
the 21.5in display, the desk is extremely compact 
and can be used in locations across the venue. 

For the first time, Bosch Rexroth also provides 
an interface with other theater networks, such as 
lighting or prompt desk technology. Streaming 
ACN is a network protocol for theatrical control 
developed by ESTA. It is commonly used in 
lighting technology and provides an interface 
between motion-control systems with other 
systems over Ethernet. As a basic function, the 
current heights of machinery are provided 
– used, for example, to automatically follow 
decoration on stage with moving lights. The 
interface can be customized and other data such 
as position on stage, speed and acceleration can 
be transferred. Also, information values such 
as status, error messages and programmed 
parameters can be shared with other systems. n

www.boschrexroth.com

http://www.boschrexroth.com
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Big finish
State-of-the-art technology and high-end materials  
were used for the new seating at a national opera house

T
he Finnish National Opera and 
the Finnish National Ballet are 
arts institutions, offering a host 
of opera and ballet performances, 
as well as other events, to Finns 

of all ages. Guest performances, school operas,  
TV broadcasts and streaming services bring 
the Finnish National Opera to audiences all 
over the country.

The opera house itself is a statement piece. 
The geometric shapes of the exterior have an 
almost industrial sensibility, yet are offset by 
an artful and fluidly curved glass wall boasting 
views of Töölönlahti Bay and Hesperia Park. 
The venue’s interior features a combination 
of Carrara marble and red beech. Almost all 
of the furniture and lighting fixtures were 
custom-designed to meet the standards of  
the opera house.

The venue has two auditoria, with the main 
space featuring 1,350 custom-made and state-
of-the-art seats, which were manufactured 
by Poltrona Frau in 2016. The opera house’s 
auditoria were carefully designed to optimize 
acoustics and audience views, yet close 
attention was paid to venue aesthetics. The 
main theater is a place of sleek sophistication, 
while the overall design retains links to the 
venue’s history. 

Seating solutions
Poltrona Frau is a proud partner of the opera 
house, designing, manufacturing and installing 
the seating for the main auditorium. The 
seating was custom designed and created in 
accordance with plans by HKP Architects and 
designer Neil Morton of Theatreplan, London.

Poltrona Frau is a market leader in 
high-end custom seating and has supplied 
auditorium seating to the most prestigious 
theaters and concert halls around the globe. 
The company’s highly experienced engineers 
and product developers provide a complete 
service including layout planning, prototyping 
and on-site installation, always meticulously 
following the client’s designs. Poltrona Frau 
uses state-of-the-art technology and the finest 
materials for optimum comfort, durability and 
acoustic performance.

HKP Architects was responsible for the 
design of the Finnish National Opera House 
auditorium, choosing to pay homage to the 
history of the theater and the auditorium with 
an atmosphere reminiscent of the venue’s 
original design.

The black fabric seats, contrasted with blue 
trim and delicate wood accents, keep the look 
of the auditorium fresh and sleek. The glossy 
white balcony railings offset the wood 
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Above: Poltrona Frau provided 
1,350 custom-made seats for 
the main auditorium in the 
Finnish National Opera House

Below: The company workforce 
used sophisticated technology 
and the finest materials for  
the auditorium’s new seating 

SEATING
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flooring and stone walkways to create depth and 
dimension. The backlighting and other lighting 
fixtures create a comfortable and intimate interior.

The flanks of the chairs from Poltrona are 
made from birch plywood painted with two-
component double-coat polyurethane paint. 
Visible plywood edges (on the front and back 
sides) are painted in penetrating acid-proof 
aniline (in the color indicated by the client) and 
finished with a coat of transparent polyester 
scratch-resistant paint. The flanks are shaped  
to support the seat hinge and the backrest.

The Poltrona chair’s backrest consists of a 
wooden frame made of dried beech wood with 
various components fixed with mortise and 
tenon joints and glued with a special wood 
adhesive. Interwoven elastic belts are integrated 
to obtain the required lumbar support, increasing 
the comfort and the durability of the backrest. A 
fire-resistant polyurethane foam is applied on top 
of the elastic belts.

The upholstery used for the seat and the back 
is made from fireproof expanded polyurethane 
with varying density in order to provide the 

greatest possible comfort. The springy quality  
of the back of the seat has been achieved by 
means of elastic polypropylene belts, mounted 
and pre-tensioned with a weft system.

The leather used is from the Pelle Frau 
collection. It is a full-grained calfskin, fireproof 
and with optimal softness and transpiration 
characteristics. The armchair is attached to the 
ground by means of a metallic base, varnished 
with scratch-resistant epoxy powders.

Company structure
Every Poltrona Frau project is managed by a 
dedicated team in which each member plays an 
important role. The backbone of the company’s 
operation is its Italian production unit, which 
features company offices as well as a 280,000ft2 
production site.

The company boasts a 300-strong workforce 
and a manufacturing plant organized into 
the following departments: woodwork, frame 
assembly, covering material selection and cutting, 
sewing, upholstery, packaging and dispatch. Tests 
are performed by the quality-control laboratory 
on different components: crushing, tear and 
rubbing resistance tests (ensuring conformity 
to European standards). Furthermore, Poltrona 
Frau has been certified for conformity to standards 
UNI EN ISO 9001:2000. 

The Poltrona Frau research and development 
center extends over a dedicated area of almost 
27,000ft2 and is staffed by 40 people tasked with 
research, design and prototype development. 
CAD activities are carried out on terminals 
linked in a network. The testing laboratory is 
fully equipped to determine materials’ chemical 
and mechanical resistance, fire reaction and 
quality standards. The research and development 
center performs an important role within the 
organization – Poltrona Frau staff conceive and 
develop different products in collaboration with 
leading European designers. n

www.pfgroupcontract.com

http://www.pfgroupcontract.com
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LIGHTING

Light 
fantastic

T 
he history of the internationally 
renowned Sadler’s Wells Theatre 
can be traced all the way back to 
1683. Located on Rosebery Avenue 
in Clerkenwell, London, the sixth  

incarnation opened in 1998 supported by 
National Lottery funding and now plays host  
to award-winning and groundbreaking national 
and international productions. The program at 
Sadler’s Wells Theatre offers every conceivable 
kind of dance experience for the hundreds of 
thousands of visitors who pass through its doors 
each year.

In 2013 Sadler’s Wells Theatre embarked on  
a comprehensive upgrade of its infrastructure 
and technology, which included a new low-
energy LED house-lighting system to cater for 
every functional and architectural demand of  
its 1,568-seat auditorium. 

Highly regarded theater consultant Roger 
Spence was placed in charge of the upgrade 
project and engaged designer Graham Large of 
ChapmanBDSP (with whom he had collaborated 
during the 1998 rebuilding), integrators Stage  
Electrics and the award-winning lighting 
manufacturer GDS. Bristol-based GDS was 
no stranger to such prestigious sites, having 
supplied and assisted with solutions for Bristol 
Old Vic, the Savoy Theatre, Chichester Festival 
Theatre and the RIBA award-winning Liverpool 
Everyman, among many others. 

Christian Wallace, the technical manager at 
Sadler’s Wells, had examined a range of house-
lighting options. “Following a meeting with GDS  
at PLASA back in 2011, we settled on ArcSystem 

as the way forward,” he explains. “We were so 
impressed with the dimming capability and 
the color temperatures that it was an easy call 
to make and one that has been very much 
vindicated by the finished project.”

Challenging conditions
The GDS brief for the upgrade project included 
everything from panel lighting at the front of the 
circle and row-end markers, to emergency 
lighting, emergency exit signs, cleaners’ and 
house lights. From the outset, the team consulted 
closely on very detailed preparatory work and 
this was to prove key to the successful outcome 
of the project. Sadler’s Wells could not afford the 
luxury of an extended period of closure and only 
allowed for a six-week window during which all 
the works had to be completed. The presence of 
other contractors simultaneously working on 
different projects in the auditorium increased  
the pressure on the installers to complete their 
work as swiftly and efficiently as possible. The all-
encompassing nature of the brief, combined with 
this narrow window of opportunity, saw GDS 
assist with layouts in every location.

GDS ArcSystem was used throughout the 
venue. These highly efficient LEDs produce 
outstanding light quality, while being fully 
dimmable from 100-0%. Surface- or recess-
mounted, single or multi-cellular, and with 
optics offering a range of beam angles, they are 
convection-cooled and run silently. ArcSystem 
offers all the environmental and economic 
advantages of low-energy LED fittings without 
any aesthetic compromise. The installation at 

After considering a range 
of house-lighting options, 
Sadler’s Wells Theatre opted 
to utilize ArcSystem from 
GDS throughout the venue

A comprehensive upgrade to a renowned venue’s  
house-lighting system has reduced energy consumption  
while simultaneously exceeding performance expectations
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ArcSystem is highly efficient, 
produces high-quality light 
and is dimmable from 100-0%. 
The technology also offers 
substantial energy savings

LIGHTING
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Sadler’s Wells was, at that point in time, the 
largest and most sophisticated ArcSystem ever 
installed, using fittings from its Pro and Decor 
ranges including MR 16s, single, two- and 
four-cell fixtures. In all, nearly 600 wired and 
wireless fixtures were used and GDS customized 
a number of products to better suit the demands 
of the environment. GDS takes great pride in its 
capacity to overcome challenges by modifying 
existing items to create bespoke solutions.

“Working closely with Graham, Roger and 
GDS we evolved a system design that included 
pretty much every type of fixture available,” 
explains Wallace. “GDS also developed a number 
of bespoke solutions – the panel lighting on the 
circle fronts, which prior to the refit had been a 
real headache, was a particularly notable example 
of their ingenuity.” 

“I have been extremely impressed with GDS, 
particularly with their imaginative and proactive 
approach to some of the difficult challenges we 
presented them with,” agrees the project director, 
Nigel Spence.

As well as the circle-front panel lighting, 
GDS developed custom 2W row-end markers 
and upgraded the emergency exit signs to 24V 
DC LEDs. The reaction of all stakeholders in the 
project to the quality of lighting achieved was 
hugely positive, to the extent that a number of 
fixtures included in the original system design 
were deemed unnecessary. 

Return on investment
“Once again, ArcSystem has proved to be a hit  
in such a fine theater,” says Matt Lloyd, managing 
director of GDS. “Perfect dimming and color 
temperature are fundamental to our aims but it’s 
important not to overlook the energy savings in a 
project like this. Every contemporary development 
of this sort places sustainability at its heart and 
Sadler’s Wells can expect savings of the order of 
90% over a five-year period. That is a significant 
figure, which emphasizes not only a reduction in 
environmental impact, but is a reminder that, 
from the moment it is commissioned, ArcSystem 
begins paying for itself.”

As well as being the foremost destination for 
dance in the UK, Sadler’s Wells commissions, 
programs, presents and tours more dance than 
any other organization in the world, acting as 
a truly global force in the arts. It touches the 
lives of millions – something it has in common 
with GDS. In 2015 alone, ArcSystem lit the way 
for approximately 55 million people worldwide 
in auditoria of every kind. The emotional 
connection between light and atmosphere  
is part of the magic of the theater. When the 
curtain rises, ArcSystem seamlessly transports 
the audience from warmly lit surroundings to the 
excitement of the show, perfectly, without flicker 
or distraction, every single time. n

www.gds.uk.com

http://www.gds.uk.com
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Case in point
Adding fl exibility to performing arts 
centers can be a way to fulfi ll a venue’s 
mission and reinforce sustainability
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GALA SYSTEMS

I 
n today’s competitive live entertainment 
industry, more performance spaces are 
becoming multipurpose to better ful� ll 
their needs while improving their long-
term sustainability. Opening its doors 

in September 2014 and located in downtown San 
Antonio, Texas, the Tobin Center for the Performing 
Arts is a tremendous example – capable of serving 
its mission and of sustaining its operations. � e 
main auditorium has a fully automated seat and 
� oor transformation system that changes the 
con� guration of the parterre area. � e computerized 
transformation, which can be performed by a single 
operator and takes approximately 30 minutes, 

can produce multiple con� gurations that have a 
permanent look and feel. 

� is modern, � exible facility had no need to 
request any annual subsidies during its � rst year of 
operation and had absolutely no trouble attracting 
audiences through a broad variety of events. 
According to concert industry trade publication 
Pollstar, the Tobin Center’s ticket sales from January 
1 to March 31 of 2016 saw it rank among the top 
entertainment facilities – it was the number-one 
theater of any size in Texas, and ranked 16th in the 
USA and 22nd in the world. Among venues with 
fewer than 2,000 seats, the Tobin Center ranked � rst 
in the world. 
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The Tobin Center for  
the Performing Arts  

in San Antonio, Texas



This page and opposite: 
The Tobin Center for the 
Performing Arts can be 
configured to host a variety  
of event types, diversifying  
the venue’s programming

STAGE TECHNOLOGY
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An architectural experience
Designed by LMN Architects of Seattle, in 
partnership with San Antonio architects Marmon 
Mok, the Tobin Center’s exterior combines the 
1926 Spanish Mission-style façade of its original 
incarnation, the Municipal Auditorium, with a 
striking new structure covered with a metallic 
LED-lit veil. On the inside, it features a traditional 
main performance hall with proscenium arch and 
orchestra pit lifts, offering comfortable seating 
for 1,738, optimal sightlines and acoustics that, 
according to Connecticut-based Akustiks, which 
supervised the installation, rank among the 
country’s best venues. 

This state-of-the-art venue is equipped with  
a Gala Systems fully automated mechanical floor, 
which enables the building to be truly mixed use. 
The Gala Systems technology is also suitable for  
use in other industries, such as education or 
business, and provides the best-fit solution for 
all 10 of the Tobin Center’s resident companies, 
while working within the limited available 
footprint. The technology enables the main 
performance hall to host various types of events 
and suit frequently fluctuating audience sizes 
– by transforming itself from a raked seating 
layout to a flat floor space, with many sub-
configurations in between. As president and 
chief executive Michael Fresher told The New 
York Times in 2014, at the Tobin Center we can 
“do a corporate breakfast or lunch, push the 
button, the seats pop back up, and do a concert 
at night’.’ Such a versatile space, capable of quick 
changeovers, lends itself to a highly efficient use 
of every square foot and is key to hosting activities 
for San Antonians of all ages and backgrounds.

Efficient and sustainable
Kept full all-year round, the main hall hosted 212 
events during the 2014-15 season. By contrast, 
fixed audience chamber seating facilities, better 
suited for certain types of cultural events, are 
typically underused in the USA, averaging 124 
events per year between 2009 and 2012 (according 
to a 2013 National Center for Arts Research 
report). That is an average of only 2.4 shows per 
week compared with four at the Tobin Center. 

According to Duncan Webb, president of 
consultants Webb Management Services, there is 
room for further growth in rental capability. This 
is less about the expansion of cultural activities 
and more about non-traditional events such as 
awards ceremonies, cabaret shows, conventions, 
corporate banquets, city events and teaching 

seminars, programed during weekdays and held 
in a single day – all of which have the potential  
to generate additional earnings.

With some exceptions, funding sources 
have been scarce for performing arts centers 
following the global recession, and the pressure 
in the industry to generate earned income from 
ticket sales, tuition, tour fees, food revenue and 
other sources has increased accordingly. It is a 
very rare accomplishment for a performing arts 
center to maintain a sustainable operation in 
the current economic climate – and even more 
so to produce a surplus. In the case of the Tobin 
Center, revenues exceeded costs by US$400,000 
to US$500,000 for the first six months of 2015. 

“Our model is to rely less on philanthropic 
gifts and more on operations. That is playing 
out as we planned,” Fresher told the San Antonio 
Express-News in 2015. But according to a 
2016 report by Webb, the financial success of 
multipurpose halls also comes from additional 
sponsorship opportunities, notably those brought 
by resident companies’ supporters – although 
it may not be the principal source of revenue as 
in the Tobin Center’s case. Obviously the higher 
the number of resident companies, the higher 
the income. Showcasing multiple events and live 
performances in venues customized to meet their 
exact requirements and to satisfy the audience’s 
expectations helps managers considerably in 
their efforts to reduce subsidy dependence.

Community spirit
With 10 resident companies (including symphony, 
opera, ballet, chamber orchestra, theater, choral 
and youth music/theater organizations), world-



 

class performing artists (from Paul McCartney  
to The B-52s) and local community groups  
(such as the San Antonio Film Festival, Tobin 
Kids Series and Annual Open House), the Tobin 
Center definitely plays a dynamic role within the 
local community. But with its built-in flexibility, 
the venue has also been able to accommodate a 
wider range of programs, including rehearsals 
and private events, corporate luncheons, flat-
floor concerts, fashion shows, banquets, charity 
balls and weddings.

At the same time, the Tobin Center was 
able to draw more attendees on a daily basis, 
strengthening support within the community 
(by providing space for local events) and 
expanding education reach – around 50,000 
students attended performances on school field 
trips during the first season alone. According to 
Tami Kegley of the Rivard Report, the center’s 
management team feels that “the Tobin Center 
offers so many events and performances, utilizing 
each and every space to the fullest, that it is truly 
a venue that has something for everyone – every 
passion and, yes, every budget”. 

Success on multiple levels
The Tobin Center offers a striking architectural 
experience and a world-class performing arts 
presentation, rendered possible by a state-of-the-
art venue with mixed-use development, enhanced 
with 10 resident companies, mission fulfillment 
and expanded audience reach achieved through 
high occupancy rates, long-term financial 
sustainability, and international recognition. 

The establishment of the best possible 
technical transformation of venues (in terms 
of speed and functionality) is a key element 
for performing arts centers such as the Tobin 
Center, which is aimed primarily at serving 
cultural works but secondarily at other areas 
of activities, such as education or business. By 
providing flexible modular space with the Gala 
transformable systems, which are suited for a 
very broad variety of events and future demands, 
the Tobin Center has been overwhelmingly 
embraced by the entire city, reinforcing its 
multifaceted cultural identity and helping 
revitalize the downtown area. San Antonio has 
even been identified recently by The Huffington 
Post as one of the USA’s five “secretly cool cities”. 
The enterprising and adaptable Tobin Center 
definitely has had a hand in its success. n

www.galasystems.com
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ACOUSTICS

London 
calling

T 
he London Palladium opened on 
December 26, 1910. Designed 
by Frank Matcham and seating 
2,286, the venue is arguably the 
most famous theater in London, 

hosting musical variety shows and some of 
the world’s most popular performers for over 
a century. Perhaps best known for shows such 
as Sunday Night at the London Palladium and 
the Royal Variety Performance, the Palladium 
has also played host to a number of long-term 
West End productions including The King and 
I, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, The Sound of Music 
and The Wizard of Oz. Iconic performers such as 
Duke Ellington, Bing Crosby, Liza Minnelli, Ella 

Fitzgerald and Frank Sinatra, and The Beatles 
have all appeared on the Palladium’s stage.

For the 2016 season, Palladium owner the 
Really Useful Theatres Group decided to return 
the theater to its original variety programming, 
opening up the calendar to one-off events and 
touring productions. As the famous venue had 
no in-house sound system, management took the 
decision to install a permanent PA, and to attract 
the highest caliber of artist the system needed to 
be top-of-the-range and rider friendly.

“The Palladium is a beautiful theater,” says 
Spencer Phillips, group head of venue sales and 
marketing at Really Useful Theatres Group. “At 
105 years old, we needed a solution that would 
not just sound great, it also had to look good 
and melt into the ambiance. It was clear to us 
that the system capable of providing the highest 
possible standards and likely to be accepted 
by the majority of visiting productions was 
manufactured by L-Acoustics.”

Really Useful Theatres Group looked to SSE 
Audio Group for the project. The company’s 
considerable experience with the L-Acoustics 
brand, both for touring and installations, along 
with its work in other theaters in the English 
capital, made it the clear choice of supplier.

Even coverage
L-Acoustics’ Kara compact line array was chosen 
for its small size and powerful, even coverage. 
Luther Edmonds, SSE’s London hire manager, 
was assigned the project and the decision was 
made to install the system for an initial 12 months 
as a rental contract. This grants the Palladium 

Bottom left: The owner of the 
London Palladium decided  
to return the iconic venue  
to variety programming

Bottom right:  The audio solution 
devised by SSE Group for the 
London Palladium involved the 
use of L-Acoustics technology

Opposite page: The new audio 
system has been installed for  
a 12-month period, reducing 
the initial capital investment

A state-of-the-art audio system was fundamental  
to returning a venue to variety programming 
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Left: Given the Palladium’s 
tiered seating, providing even 
coverage was an essential part 
of the acoustic system design

Right: The new audio system 
has been well received by the 
productions visiting the venue
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flexibility moving forward, without having to 
commit to a large capital investment.

There are three tiers of seating at the Palladium 
– the Stalls, the Royal Circle and the Upper Circle. 
In order to provide even coverage throughout, 
Edmonds specified L-R hangs of nine Kara each 
for the Royal and Upper Circles and a further 
six Kara per side hung off gallows arms for 
the Stalls. Additional L-Acoustics 8XT coaxial 
speakers have been hung under the circles and 
from the ceiling to provide coverage to the rear 
of each area. Additional infill close to the stage is 
provided by two Arcs cabinets per side and four 
8XTs, which are hidden behind grills located in 
the stage apron.

Four SB18 subs are flown centrally off the front 
truss and eight SB28s are distributed under the 
stage, on the stage apron, in two private boxes 
and on two observation balconies each side of 
the proscenium to provide the necessary sub 
coverage that the system requires.

The system is powered by 14 LA8 amplified 
controllers, with system routing, processing and 
control delivered through a custom-built SSE 
DriveRack including Lake processors located at 
the mix position at front of house.

Included in the contract rental package is an 
Avid Venue Profile digital mixing console, with 
an Avid Stage Box taking care of inputs on stage. 
A number of multicore options are also installed 
from stage to front of house, including CAT5, 
BNC, fiber and analog to accommodate the 
needs of visiting tours and their consoles.

Seal of approval
The installation was overseen by SSE Hire system 
tech Nick Lythgoe and took place during January 
2016. Once the work was completed, Lythgoe 
stayed on for the first shows to assist the on-site 

technical staff while they got up to speed with the 
system’s operation.

The new audio system has been well received 
by the productions appearing at the Palladium 
since the install. “The first couple of visiting 
engineers started off by saying they wanted to 
make this or that adjustment to the system and 
that was before they had even turned it on,” says 
Matt Rutter, chief electrician at the venue. “Nick 
Lythgoe suggested that we listen to it and make 
any adjustments from there. As soon as the 
engineers heard it they were really impressed,  
to such an extent that we left things exactly as 
they were. Nick and the SSE team have given us  
a system that is really well tuned to the room.”

Phillips has been delighted with the service 
from SSE throughout the project: “There was 
no flexibility in completion date – it had to be 
operating for our first event booking of the 
year. Thanks to the hard work, knowledge and 
ingenuity of all the team involved, the installation 
was completed in time.

“We chose L-Acoustics because we wanted 
the international music industry to know we 
mean business as we return the Palladium to an 
alternative programming model.”

Performers to have appeared at the Palladium 
since the new sound system has been installed 
include Joe Jackson, Bryan Ferry, Elvis Costello, 
Mika and many more. n

www.l-acoustics.com
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GRAPHICAL AND LIST
CALENDAR VIEWS

 OUTLOOK/GOOGLE/iOS
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 DEAL SETTLEMENTS
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Artifax software is designed by industry
experts to meet the specialized needs of
people who manage commercial, cultural and
community venues and events. Our clients
include performing arts centers, festivals,
museums, visitor attractions and places of
worship around the globe.
ARTIFAXevent
Our flagship product, ARTIFAXevent, is used to manage artistic
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facilitate direct engagement with members of the public and
other third parties, such as suppliers.

www.artifax.net
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CONSULTING

Joining 
forces

T 
oward the end of 2015, acousticians 
Sound Space Design (SSD) and  
theater consultants Anne Minors 
Performance Consultants (AMPC)  
combined to form Sound Space 

Vision (SSV), reinforcing the companies’ 
multimodal approach to the design of performing 
arts spaces. Offering a combined 35 years of 
experience gained throughout the world, the new 
multidisciplinary studio optimizes the synergy 
shared by the two companies in creating a unified 
whole greater than the sum of the parts. The 
merger has created the opportunity to expand 
SSV’s remit in several areas, using their collective 
expertise to add greater value and excellence for 
their clients.

Enhancing the rapport between performers 
and audiences, combining excellent spatial and 
technical design, Sound Space Vision is uniquely 
placed to create spaces that combine performance 
and acoustical excellence. Focusing on the starting 
point of the senses, SSV innovatively melds a 
creative and artistic connection to its clients’ 
differing aspirations and environments by 
analyzing how people relate to sound and space. 
The multimodal approach serves to embody 
the essence of a client’s vision by charging the 
atmosphere and immersing the audience in the 
moment of the live performance.

Designing inclusivity
Two recent projects demonstrate Sound Space 
Vision’s design intention of gathering people for 
live interaction in truly unique spaces. Both are 
refurbishment projects and have been given a 
new lease of life in terms of being transformed 

into modern flexible environments. Both projects 
are vibrant interdisciplinary hubs for sharing 
knowledge and experience, and both have very 
happy clients.

The Institution of Engineering and 
Technology’s comprehensive refurbishment of 
its London flagship headquarters at Savoy Place 
was needed as the building had been its home 
since 1909. Originally built in 1889 for the Royal 
College of Physicians and the Royal College of 
Surgeons, the building had been adapted using 
a piecemeal approach several times over the 
intervening years. IET selected architect Pringle 
Richards Sharratt (PRS) to create a cohesive, 
flexible design in order to present the building 
as a 21st century organization for the engineering 
community – providing state-of-the-art facilities 
for members, visitors and guests to meet and 
share knowledge in their professional home. 
In 2012, AMPC and SSD were appointed as 
theater planning, lighting and acoustic specialists, 
working with PRS to create the front-of-house 
event spaces, the front façade and the principal 
lecture theaters – which totaled a 600-seat 
capacity – to deliver the client’s vision of 
integration and inclusivity.

For the IET, the number of members using  
the building has increased fivefold since it 
reopened in 2015. The cutting-edge design of 
the spaces offers connectivity, flexibility and 
accessibility. AMPC’s work on the seating layout 
enables the building’s refurbished main lecture 
theater to be reconfigured to lecture mode, 
flat floor or catwalk, with wheelchair access 
to the platform. This serves the IET’s internal 
requirements but also opens up many unique 

Opposite page, clockwise 
from top: The University of 
Sussex’s Attenborough Centre 
for Creative Arts. Photo: Jim 
Stephenson; Multi-Story at 
Bold Tendencies, rehearsing 
for a live recording of the 
Proms performance of the 
music of Steve Reich; IET 
London Savoy Place’s Kelvin 
lecture theater. Photo: 
Christian Trampenau

The merging of two expert companies brings a wealth  
of experience to bear on a range of auditoria projects
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Above: The Turing Lecture 
Theatre at the Institution of  
Engineering and Technology. 
Photo: Christian Trampenau

Below: A closer view of ACCA 
at the University of Sussex

Bottom: Multi-Story performs at 
Bold Tendencies in a parking 
lot in Peckham, London, UK

CONSULTING
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opportunities for the generation of additional 
income streams for the client. AMPC’s house and 
production lighting schemes enhance and respond 
to the varying uses of the lecture theaters and 
event spaces that are linked through audiovisual 
and multimedia installations.

A similar emphasis on connectivity was paid 
by AMPC and SSD to the Attenborough Centre 
for Creative Arts (ACCA) at the University of 
Sussex in the UK, in collaboration with architect 
RHP. The reinvented spaces provide facilities for 
both students and the wider community. Hosting 
a state-of-the-art 350-seat main auditorium, 
upgraded and transformed spaces within the 
building are successfully being used as rehearsal 
and performance spaces, teaching and workshop 
arenas, technical operations, commercial venues 
and public gathering spaces – a testament to the 
array of possibilities envisioned by its original 
director Walter Eysselinck and theater designer 
Sean Kenny.

At ACCA, the current client has noted how 
the previous practical and aesthetic problems 
with the Gardner Arts Centre have been solved, 
resulting in an arts center with spaces that are 
accessible to all, and one that serves artists and 
audiences alike. In particular, the main theater 
achieves the difficult balance of working for both 
theater and music productions. “Your heart 
instinctively lifts as you enter and the sightlines, 
acoustics and overall design do everything they 
can to enhance your enjoyment,” says theater 

director Michael Attenborough CBE. “Sussex 
now possesses an arguably unique resource – 
an elegant and exciting meeting point for the 
university community, professional artists and 
the surrounding community.”

Unlikely locations
Sound Space Vision solves acoustical problems 
and shapes spaces for sound – including spaces 
not necessarily designed for music. In 2016, SSV 
have been working closely with award-winning 
Multi-Story – the resident orchestra at Bold 
Tendencies – which performs classical music  
in a multistory parking structure in Peckham, 
London, among other locations. SSV designed 
and project managed temporary acoustics and 
staging improvements to the parking lot space 
for the 2016 season within the context of very 
low ceiling height and concrete materials and  
a very tight budget. Convex fabric surfaces 
designed to absorb and reflect reduce the 
loudness and improve musical balance and 
communication. Movable side reflectors bring 
the warmth of wood into the space and gather 
the sound toward the audience. These two 
elements encourage improved ensemble and an 
immediacy of connection with the audience. The 
client is thrilled with the improved acoustics and 
the robust character of the design that suits the 
parking lot aesthetic. n

www.soundspacevision.com

http://www.soundspacevision.com


Images (left to right from top): Conservatory 
Theatre, Royal Conservatory of Music, 
Toronto; Garsington Opera Pavilion, 
Wormsley; La Maison Symphonique, 
Montreal; Tafelmusik Orchestra, Lamon 
Hall, Toronto; Zorlu Centre PSM, Istanbul; 
Menuhin Hall, Surrey; Koerner Hall, Royal 
Conservatory of Music, Toronto.
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info@soundspacevision.com

www.soundspacevision.com

Sound Space Design and Anne Minors Performance Consultants 
have combined to broaden, strengthen and deepen our commitment 
to music space acoustics and performance planning. Our new name 
Sound Space Vision articulates our holistic approach to supporting 
music and the other performing arts with special spaces and places.  
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STAGE TECHNOLOGY

Technical 
masterclass

T 
he dome on the Reichstag building 
in Berlin, which was designed 
by Foster + Partners, is one of 
Waagner-Biro’s most prestigious 
projects. Constructed in 1999, it 

has become a landmark and tourist attraction. 
The dome is a technical masterpiece, with its 
individually adjustable reflectors and computer-
controlled shading elements bringing sunlight 
into the plenary and showing light effects at night.

Waagner-Biro is currently working on one of 
the largest projects in its history. The renovation 
of the Staatsoper Unter den Linden – home to the 
Berlin State Opera – is another technologically 
impressive project with the potential to become  
a cultural landmark.

Complex renovation
The complex of buildings – the opera house, the 
artistic director’s offices and the storage building 
– required complete renovation. The aim of these 
works was not only to preserve the existing, 
historic structure, but also to meet the standards 
of contemporary theatrical performances. 
Additional aims for the challenging project 
included improving the spatial acoustics and the 
sightlines from the auditorium to the stage. The 
improvement of reverberation times and the 
installation of new stage machinery, while also 
complying with the requirements of historical 
building protection, presented major challenges. 
The volume of the auditorium was enlarged to 
meet the acoustic requirements. This was 

Right: The stage assembly 
at the Berlin State Opera  
involved the application of 
expertise on a massive scale

Left: The nature of the existing 
building meant that works 
had to be carried out in very 
challenging conditions

Innovation and efficiency were key to completing a complex 
renovation at a historic and technically challenging site
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A series of webcam images 
illustrates the complicated 
assembly sequence used 
during the Berlin project
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achieved by li� ing the listed ceiling, which dates 
from the 1950s.

A load-bearing steel frame was installed 
alongside the outer walls in the � y tower to 
transmit the loads of the upper machinery, as 
well as those of the roof itself, onto the existing 
foundation piles. To avoid overloading these 
foundation piles, Waagner-Biro equipped the 
supports of the new roof trusses with a load-
measurement system.

A� er successful installation of the � y lo� , plus 
roller tracks and pulley blocks, work continued 
in April 2015 with the assembly of � ve gallery 
levels on the le�  and right sides of the � y tower. 
Owing to the prevailing structural conditions, 
these works had to be undertaken not only at 
considerable heights, but also within a severely 
con� ned space. 

Soundproof, curtained-o�  machinery rooms 
were created behind the galleries. A total of 129 
hoists – including hoists for heavy loads and 
upright � y bar hoists (zero � eet winches) – 
were installed in these rooms on both sides 
over two levels. However, before this could be 
done, the winches had to be li� ed to a height of 
33� . Waagner-Biro managed to complete this 
installation within two weeks. 

Assembly required
In the summer of 2015, a� er having removed the 
sca� olding for the upper machinery installation, 
the most challenging part of the project started 
with an empty pit of 247,200� ³ (69 x 95 x 38� ). 
As the project was restricted by a very tight 

schedule, the installation concept was based 
on bringing in preassembled parts in maximum 
possible sizes. � e re-opening of the State Opera, 
originally planned for the autumn of 2015, was 
delayed by unexpected (historical) discoveries 
dating from the Middle Ages, as well as the high 
groundwater table.

� e site opening for bringing in material 
measures approximately 12 x 20� . To bring in the 
preassembled parts, Waagner-Biro installed two 
crane rails. � e heaviest part delivered weighed 
8.8 tons and measured 36 x 10� . � e � rst crane 
bridge in the opening of the building can take the 
load directly from the truck and lower it inside 
the building. From that point, the installation 
crane, covering the whole installation area, takes 
over the loads and brings them directly to the 
installation site.

� e main stage comprises a total of eight 
platforms, including four double-deck platforms. 
� e transport platform and compensating 
platforms for lowering the revolving stage wagon 
are located in the wings. � ree trap doors may 
optionally be installed in platforms one to six. 
� e stage installation sequence started from the 
back with platform seven. Platform eight had 
to be installed at the very end of the sequence 
because of the sca� olding. 

In total, 1,650 tons of steel have already been
installed, of which 650 tons form the understage 
machinery – tons of steel with dimensions that 
are accurate down to the millimeter, moving with 
silent precision. In total, approximately 280 axes 
will be controlled by Waagner-Biro’s user friendly 
and reliable computer control system, CAT. ■

www.waagner-biro.com
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ACOUSTICS

Going electro

The audio system for the 
1,600-seat hall in the Harbin 
Grand Theatre utilizes two 
permanently installed speaker 
systems. Photo: Adam Mørk

The selection of a sound system for  
a striking new building complex  

required unconventional thinking
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W
ithin a short period of 
time, the Harbin Grand 
� eatre in China received 
two very important awards: 
the Building of the Year 

Award 2016 from ArchDaily, and the World 
Architecture News Performing Spaces Award 
2016. � e building, which was designed by 
MAD Architects from Beijing, was also chosen 
from 3,000 projects as Cultural Building of 
the Year 2015 by readers of ArchDaily. � e 
concept for the Kling & Freitag sound system 
in the large, 1,600-seat hall is also noteworthy. 
Depending on application, a choice can be 
made between the K&F Sequenza 10 line array 
system and a sound system with point sources 
from the K&F Access product range. � e entire 
audio system was implemented redundantly, 
uses Dante and analog signal transmission, and 
features K&F SystemAmps from the PLM+ series.

� e Harbin Grand � eatre building complex, 
designed as a ‘cultural center of the future’, has 
a close connection with the city of Harbin and 
is home to two opera and theater halls. � e 
outer shell of the building consists of specially 
manufactured aluminum panels on a steel 
structure and curved skylights. To withstand 
the extreme weather conditions that are typical 
of the region, a � exible thermal insulation was 
also created. 

Offering aid
Out� tting a theater or opera house with 
electroacoustic systems is not always desirable 
– and is even completely rejected in some 
venues. Depending on the performance, the 
experience of the speaker or actor, and the 
architectural space, conditions usually provide 
for good, natural speech intelligibility for the 
audience. But the demands on acousticians are 
increasing. � ere are a number of occasions 
and external circumstances that make the use 
of electroacoustic aids desirable – or even 
essential. With performances of classical, staged 
spoken word or musical theater, for example, or 
in areas without suitable room acoustics, or for 
drama productions with a substantial amount 
of live music, it is di�  cult to get by with 
microphones, ampli� ers and speakers. � e size 
of the room and the maximum number of 
audience members is also very important. 

Most audience areas are not limited to 
a single � oor level. To prevent excessively 
increasing the distance between the edge of 
the stage and the audience, the audience is 
distributed throughout the room – through the 
use of additional tiers, box and balcony seats. 
In historical theaters, the maximum distance 
between stage and audience tends to be limited 
to 40-50� , which provides improved visibility 
and acoustic advantages. In a new project such 



Newer venues such as Harbin 
can include larger line arrays 
in the acoustic system design 
from the outset of the project

ACOUSTICS
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as the Harbin Grand � eatre, architects and 
acousticians have a variety of options, so larger 
line arrays can be included in the project plans 
from the outset.

Given the Grand � eatre’s main hall capacity 
of 1,600 seats, the question of whether or not 
electroacoustic support needs to be installed 
answers itself. � e venue planners, however, have 

gone even further by opting for two permanently 
installed speaker systems. � e K&F Sequenza 10 
line array system is available with 12 full-range 
Sequenza 10 N elements and two Sequenza 10 B 
subwoofers, one each to the right and le�  of the 
stage. � e Sequenza 10 system is also used for 
applications involving thousands of listeners at 
large, open-air concerts. At the Harbin � eatre, 
the line array is not only suitable in terms of 
acoustic levels, but it also more than meets 
the venue’s requirements in terms of sound 
quality and intelligibility – at both low and high 
volumes. “� e portable system facilitates rock 
music, pop music performances, and so on,” 
says Qin Yi, deputy director of the technical 
department of Shanghai MYC – partner of 
Kling & Freitag – which was in charge of the 
installation. “When considering fast installation 
and sound quality, Sequenza 10 is de� nitely our 
choice, and has been recognized by operators 
and sound engineers from performing groups.” 

Surrounded by sound
� e large hall has a surround sound system with 
point sources to choose from. Depending on the 
performance, di� erent samples, music pieces, 

Kling & Freitag balances passion with precision for uncompromising  
audio quality and 'German engineering'. 

We are driven by a desire to provide and technically guarantee music 
and sound as a genuine sound experience. This is what each product 
by Kling & Freitag stands for – or, as we say, 'PASSION BUILT IN'.

Kling & Freitag GmbH | www.kling-freitag.com | Harbin Grand Theatre, China

http://www.kling-freitag.com
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signals from the mixer are coupled redundantly 
via Dante, as well as analog, to the drive of the 
systems – around 50 K&F SystemAmps from 
the PLM series. � is provides a high degree 
of reliability. In addition, this modern type 
of signal distribution has many advantages 
in terms of installation and sound quality. A 
perfectly coordinated system of speakers and 
drives, as found at the Harbin Grand � eatre, 
can create worlds of sound to match venues’ 
breathtaking architecture. “No matter what kind 
of transmission system you couple with K&F 
sound systems, you always have a clean, clear and 
excellent sound,” Qin concludes. ■

www.kling-freitag.com

e� ects and similar can be placed acoustically in 
the room. � us, sound point sources from the 
K&F Access series are used for the le� -right-
center sound. Bass support is also provided by six 
double 18in-long excursion chassis subwoofers – 
the K&F Access B10. “� e Harbin Grand � eatre 
has a very large and complex audio system,” says 
Qin. “At the very beginning of the design phase, 
we were confronted with a number of di�  culties 
due to its 3D curved construction wall surfaces 
and extremely tricky acoustic architecture. As 
a result, we need to be even more cautious and 
scienti� c when selecting the speakers. A� er 
taking every aspect into account, we decided 
to use the Access series, which can control the 
coverage angle well, while providing su�  cient 
power and clear sound quality. We then get a 
perfect combination of 3D curved construction 
wall surfaces and an electro sound system.”

Usually built to be concealed, K&F speaker 
systems are available in a variety of sizes for 
surround sound systems. � e company’s portfolio 
ranges from the typical installation loudspeakers 
of the Pro.Install series Sona 5in chassis, to 
the internationally renowned K&F CA series, 
which includes close to 70 speakers. Audio 
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Above: K&F speakers installed 
in the Grand Harbin Theatre

Above right: An exterior view 
of the award-winning Chinese 
venue. Photo: Adam Mørk

Kling & Freitag balances passion with precision for uncompromising  
audio quality and 'German engineering'. 

We are driven by a desire to provide and technically guarantee music 
and sound as a genuine sound experience. This is what each product 
by Kling & Freitag stands for – or, as we say, 'PASSION BUILT IN'.

Kling & Freitag GmbH | www.kling-freitag.com | Harbin Grand Theatre, China

http://www.kling-freitag.com
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Collaborative 
spirit A pair of new performance spaces were 

designed to retain the trademark intimacy 
of a famed Chicago theater company
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I 
n 1992, Writers Theatre held its first 
performance in the back room of a 
bookstore in Glencoe on the North 
Shore of Chicago. Audience members 
passed through a narrow corridor to 

reach the venue, separated from cast member 
dressing rooms by only a curtain. With 50 
seats, that room set the tone for the trademark 
intimacy for which the theater company became 
known. Critically acclaimed, the company then 
opened a second performance space in Glencoe’s 
downtown in 2003, at the Woman’s Library Club 
of Glencoe, a brick, two-story structure built in 
the 1930s. This space had seating for 108 people, 
maintaining the sense of intimacy while enabling 
bigger productions.

In 2008, after developing a comprehensive 
business plan with AMS Planning & Research, 
Writers Theatre decided to explore the possibilities 
for further expansion. Working with Auerbach 
Pollock Friedlander, a leading theater, media 
facilities and design consulting firm, the 
company determined that the best option was 
to build a new venue on the site of the existing 
Woman’s Library Club. Studio Gang was chosen 
as the project architect following the initial venue 
planning and needs assessment phases. The goal 
was to design two performance spaces – a 250-
seat main theater and a flexible 50- to 99-seat 
black box theater. 

“The biggest concern of the company’s artistic 
director, Michael Halberstam, was that we retain 
the feeling of intimacy of the original spaces,” 
explains Auerbach’s principal-in-charge, Steve 
Friedlander. “Our job, and the architects’ job, was 
to develop spaces that although bigger, would 
still be the most intimate theaters possible.”

To achieve this feat required an unusual degree 
of collaboration between the client, architect, 
theater consultant and other project consultants. 
Fortunately, both Auerbach Pollock Friedlander 
and Studio Gang highly valued collaboration 
as a working method. “At Studio Gang, we have 
honed our skill at collaboration,” says Jeanne 
Gang, principal of the firm. “It’s really about 
getting the right input and ideas out of people 
early in the process and then circling back and 
showing iterations so that there can be more 
input from the client and the consultants on a 
regular basis. My whole team loved the creative 
nature of Michael Halberstam and his company, 
and the theater consultants and everybody else 
were super-creative.”

Come together
One big question was how the main venue’s 
seating should be designed. The old performance 
space at the Woman’s Library Club featured three 
separate seating sections. Auerbach Pollock 
Friedlander’s first design for the new space 
implemented continuous seating, a common 
strategy in contemporary theaters that is aimed 
at creating audience cohesion. However, Writers 
Theatre expressed a strong preference for a 
separated configuration like that found in the 
previous venue, which would have actors enter 
and exit between seating sections and interact 
with audience members. The atypical solution 
involved much interaction among the design 
team. “We did a lot of work to make sure that  

When developing the 
Writers Theatre, a 
gymnasium space was 
rented to create a mock-
up of the main theater



Above:  The separated seating 
configuration in the main 
theater recalls the company’s 
earlier performance venues

Below: Although it is a modern 
venue, the new facility retains 
the trademark intimacy of the 
theater company’s early years
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the playing space for the performers didn’t grow 
at the same rate as the seating,” says Friedlander. 
“We paid a lot of attention to keeping the stage 
tight so that the audience didn’t get too far away 
from the performers.”

In addition to creating the usual drawings, 
3D digital models, and physical models that 
architects typically show their clients to help 
them visualize a space, the Writers Theatre 
production department – at the request of 
Halberstam – also rented a nearby gymnasium 
and created a full-scale mock-up of the 250-seat 
main theater. 

“It was very inventive,” explains Don Guyton, 
associate principal and project manager for 
Auerbach Pollock Friedlander. “The team used 
chairs and tall poles with ropes to give a sense 
of the seating structures. Then, as you would for 
a rehearsal, they taped out the floor to indicate 
where the walls would be. They had step ladders 
so that you could look down toward the stage 
and see what this room would look like from  
the back row.”

Real-world solutions
Writers Theatre’s performers, directors, set 
designers, lighting designers, costume designers 
and stage managers all had the opportunity to  
get a sensory understanding of the relationship 
between the audience and the players on stage, 
and to suggest any changes. “Theater is about 
physical space,” says Gang. “We can draw three-
dimensional renderings all day long on our 
computers, but to be able to talk about it, it made 
a lot of sense to get into a physical space.” Two of 
the three sets of seating are pulled away from the 
back wall slightly so that actors can pass behind 
the audience during a performance, providing an 
immersive experience. 

For the black box theater, the team designed 
a highly flexible space to replace the former 
bookstore venue with one that is almost twice the 
size. However, to enable the theater company to 
create the same kind of intensity of performance, 
the theater is designed so that it can be shrunk 
to the size of the bookstore’s back room. “We 
created a formal piece of scenery that allows 
the company to move simple wall panels, which 
have doors and exit signs already incorporated, 
to physically make the room smaller,” says 
Friedlander. In a homage to the bookstore space, 
the corridor that patrons pass through to reach 
the black box theater is lined with bookshelves. 
The lobby for the facility doubles as an informal 
performance/gathering space. 

Writers Theatre opened the doors to its new 
facility in February of 2016. Gang went to see 
the company’s performance of Tom Stoppard’s 
Arcadia in the main theater. “When I finally got 
my tickets, I was in the back row,” she says. “But 
that was a good thing – it was a fantastic seat. 
As the architect, I had thought I would be more 
aware of the room, but the play was so good, I 
forgot completely that I was sitting in a space that 
I designed. I felt like I was right there.” n
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INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

Show business

A 
lthough there is still plenty of time 
before Stage|Set|Scenery – due to 
be held in Berlin from June 20-22, 
2017 – welcomes visitors, booking 
levels for the international trade 

show and conference are high. At the time of 
writing, 75% of available display area is booked, 
a sign that the 2017 show will be busy. Exhibitors 
from 14 countries – Belgium, China, Germany, 
Finland, France, the UK, Italy, Canada, Latvia, 
the Netherlands, Austria, Serbia, Spain and the 
USA – have already registered their stands.

Strong partners
At Stage|Set|Scenery, architects, consultants  
and engineers can find reliable partners for 
acquiring and realizing large-scale projects on 
the international market. The signs are that the 
stage technology sector in particular will be well 
represented again at Stage|Set|Scenery 2017, with 
major national and international machine and 
systems manufacturers, small and large, having 
secured their places at the leading international 
trade fair. These companies will showcase the 
latest and most innovative stage machinery, drive 
and control systems, stages and stage elements, 
work platforms, interior fittings and furniture, 
stage floor coverings, trussing systems and 
rigging accessories, winches and chain hoists, 
motors and motor controls, transport, storage 
and packing systems, and logistic concepts. The 
exhibiting companies have been involved in 
major new constructions and reconstructions of 
theaters and opera houses in recent years, such  
as the Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow, Burgtheater  
in Vienna, the Astana Opera, Musikkens Hus in 
Aalborg, the Royal Opera House Muscat, Wuxi 
Grand Theatre, the Berlin Opera Unter den 
Linden and the Tabakov Theater in Moscow. 

Exhibitors at the upcoming event also 
include the international planning offices of 
Kunkel Consulting International, Müller-BBM, 
Skena Planungsgesellschaft, Theater Projekte 

Daberto + Kollegen Planungsgesellschaft and 
Bühnenplanung Walter Kottke Ingenieure. These 
companies have already registered their stands 
and will be eager to exchange information on 
international projects.

Besides the show taking place in the halls, 
the International Stage Technology Conference, 
organized by Deutsche Theatertechnische 
Gesellschaft (DTHG), will attract plenty 
of visitors. Consultants and architects can 
find out about current and future industry 
developments at the symposium, roundtables 
and workshops. DTHG is one of Germany’s 
longest-established professional associations and 
organized 130 lectures as part of the specialist 
supporting program at Stage|Set|Scenery 
2015. In the same year, DTHG held its second 
international symposium, ‘Theatres and cultural 
spaces – urban centers and their continuous 
metamorphosis and cultural adaptation in the 
21st century’, in which many high-profile speakers 
took part. The successful event set a benchmark 
for specialist consultants. 

Opposite page: The auditorium 
at the Burgtheater in Vienna, 
Austria. The planning for the 
theater, the venue and stage  
technology came from Kunkel 
Consulting International, and 
the drive and control systems 
came from Bosch Rexroth. 
Photo: Bosch Rexroth

Below: The Wuxi Grand Theatre 
in China. PES Architects 
served as venue architects 
and consultants, while SBS 
Bühnentechnik – one of the 
companies exhibiting at 
Stage|Set|Scenery provided 
the stage machinery. Photo: 
SBS Bühnentechnik 

An international trade show enables consultants and architects to find  
innovative technical solutions for theater, opera and concert projects
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Two70° aboard the Ovation  
of the Seas. Akumek was the 
consultant for this venue as 
well as for the main theater. 
Photo: Waagner-Biro
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Innovative technologies 
At Stage|Set|Scenery, consultants and architects 
can find out about drive and control, lighting, 
sound, media technology, stage scenery, stage 
technology, acoustic and seating products, all  
of which will be on display in four halls. 

For the 2017 edition, the organizers of 
Stage|Set|Scenery are targeting the industry’s 
forward-looking international markets. By 
collaborating with international associations 
and working closely with the international 
representatives of Messe Berlin, it has been 
possible to secure a number of partners for 
Stage|Set|Scenery – including the International 
Organisation of Scenographers, Theatre Architects 
and Technicians, OETHG from Austria, USITT 
from the USA and, for the first time, the Taiwan 
Association of Theatre Technology.

Other key national and international players 
have confirmed their participation. These will 
include Alfa System, Bosch Rexroth, Bühnenbau 
Wertheim, Electronic Theatre Controls, 
Figueras International Seating, Gala Systems, 
Gerriets, HOAC, Mayr, SBS Bühnentechnik, 
Serapid, Trekwerk, Svetlost Teatar, Tait Stage 
Technologies, Theatertechnische Systeme, 

Waagner-Biro Stage Systems and Zhejiang 
Dafeng Industry. 

Industry trends
Following the successful introduction of the 
SoundLab at the last Stage|Set|Scenery, where 
trade visitors were able to experience the sound 
created by state-of-the-art audio technology, the 
2017 event will allow lighting manufacturers, 
designers and technicians to discuss practical 
scenarios at the tradeshow. Thus, Stage|Set|Scenery 
will be offering a comprehensive overview of 
possibilities for sound and lighting concepts, 
planning and realization. 

The show’s strong emphasis on practical 
aspects will be also be reflected by the Safety in 
Action stage displays in Hall 23, where the 2017 
focus will be on production safety. 

To satisfy the demands of international trade 
visitors at the event (in 2015 more than one-third 
came from abroad) simultaneous interpreting 
will be available, not only at the International 
Stage Technology Conference, but also at the 
SoundLab and on the Safety in Action stage. 

On June 23, 2017, the day after the show, 
exhibitors and trade visitors can take part in 
a number of different excursions where they 
can witness event technology solutions being 
put to the test under live conditions. Excursion 
themes will include: temporary buildings, 
visiting Lutherstadt Wittenberg, which, in 
2017, will celebrate the 500th anniversary of the 
Reformation; museum and event technology, 
visiting c/o Berlin Foundation; and sound 
technology, visiting radio and TV studios in 
Berlin and Barenboim-Said Academy.

Tools of the trade
The Virtual Market Place, the online directory  
of participants, enables architects and consultants 
to search for and find products, services and 
partners for large-scale global theater, opera and 
concert projects. As a result, interested parties 
can get in touch ahead of the show and make 
appointments at Stage|Set|Scenery. 

Stage|Set|Scenery made a big impression 
with its successful launch in 2015. At the show, 
270 exhibitors from 24 countries presented 
their products and services in Berlin to an 
international audience of experts from 58 
countries. Following the successful debut event, 
the team at Stage|Set|Scenery looks forward  
to welcoming visitors to the 2017 show. n

www.stage-set-scenery.com 

http://www.stage-set-scenery.com
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STAGE TECHNOLOGY

Clockwise from left: The main 
auditorium at Fondation Louis 
Vuitton; the venue’s seating in 
non-raked position; the seating 
adjusted to raked position; 
configured for a flat floor, with 
seating completely retracted

Flexibility  
as standard

A range of flexible solutions, including automated curved 
seating systems, can be tailored to match available budgets
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From top: Technical detail 
of the QSX II curved rows; 
a QSX II curved row during 
installation, lowered position;  
the QSX II curved row seating 
system during deployment
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I 
n recent years, architects have been 
searching for solutions to increase the 
flexibility in auditoria, entertainment 
venues, community halls, and theaters. 
There are several driving forces behind 

this industry evolution – offering multiple uses 
within the same performance space can lower 
overall operating costs, reduce labor time and 
expense, and increase artistic possibilities. For 
this kind of flexibility to work and be accepted, 
speed of transformation, safety, ease-of-use and 
reliability have to be the norm.

Multiple choice
Serapid has many years of experience in the 
provision of flexible solutions for theaters, 
conference halls and arenas. As an engineering-
based company, Serapid approaches each venue 
project with an eye to providing the most efficient 
solution to achieving the artistic vision. These 
solutions have been designed to reflect the level 
of flexibility required in light of the available 
budget, and include a number of options.

One basic option based on Serapid LinkLift 
technology utilizes lifts in conjunction with 
seating wagons. This provides a reasonably 
efficient system, but requires higher labor levels 
and provision of a storage area for the seating 
wagons when they are not in use. This storage 
area normally has to be around 25% bigger than 
the wagons themselves. The other limitation is 
that the rake is fixed – however, this system can 
accommodate any type of seat. Alternatively, a 
series of lifts combined with loose seating can be 
used. This will require more lifts than the seating 
wagon system, but less storage space is required 
for the seats themselves. The choice of seating 
type is limited and the transformation is fairly 
labor intensive.

Another option is comprised of individual 
seat row lifts combined with folding seats stored in 
boxes. When stored, the box lids form the floor, 
which can then be easily configured to raked or 
cabaret arrangements by fully automatic, semi-
automatic or completely manual means – once 
again, the level of automation is dependent upon 
budget. The major benefit of this system is pit 
depth. If the seating rows can be guided using 
linear wall guides at the ends, then pit depths 
of as little as 750mm (2.46ft) can be achieved. 
The Dorfman Theatre in London was fitted 
with this type of system, with semi-automatic 
seats. The Dorfman system has 140 seats and 

a full transformation can be performed by a 
single person in about 60 minutes. In addition, 
by removing some of the seating boxes and 
lightweight gratings on top of the elevators, trap 
positions are provided. The forestage lift, which 
is double the depth of the remaining nine rows, 
can be used to transport seating wagons from 
storage. These are used at the rear auditorium 
to provide additional seating when the sound-
mixing position is not required. The biggest 
limitation of this system is that the choice of  
seat is restricted to folding models. 

Ahead of the curve
For companies developing flexible solutions for 
performance venues, the ultimate objective has 
always been the development of a compact, fully 
automatic and cost-effective system that enables 
the transformation of curved rows of seating. 
After a number of years of intensive design and 
development work, Serapid has produced QSX 
II, a patented solution that provides the utmost 
level of automation and flexibility. The system 
allows for the storage of rows of seating directly 
below the floor; this can be deployed with the 
simple push of a button – requiring only a single 
individual to complete the transformation of a 
complete venue. The system works with both 
straight and curved rows.

The QSX II seating system uses a unique 
parallelogram arrangement combined with 
Serapid’s LinkLift lifting solution. As opposed to 
other systems, which turn the seat upside down, 
with the QSX II system the seats are stored in 
an upright position, firmly planted on a steel 



This page: Demonstration of 
the QSX II straight row seating 
system, seen here during the 
various stages of deployment
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section mounted on a set of arms, ensuring a 
rigid structure free from deflection. These steel 
sections accommodate any type of seating, 
enabling total architectural freedom. 

Alternate rows are simultaneously raised using 
the Serapid LinkLift system, so that the stored 
seats are clear of the adjacent floor sections. Once 
fully raised, the parallelogram system swings the 
seats out from their storage position, clear of the 
floor structure, and then positions the row. Once 
this motion has been completed, the sections are 
simultaneously lowered to flat floor level. The 

next sections of floor are then raised and the 
sequence can be repeated. After the seats have 
been positioned, each section of floor is raised to 
the desired level if a rake is required. A series of 
rakes can be pre-programmed into the system for 
different requirements. 

The QSX II system is fully synchronized, 
and retains its position regardless of number of 
cycles, allowing precise and uniform gap control. 
It requires only a shallow pit depth of as little as 
1,800mm (5.9ft), and eliminates the need for a 
separate storage area, minimizing the impact  
on the building volume. 

The construction of the floor and seating 
mechanism permits controlled distribution of 
heating and cooling. The design of the system 
also enables power and communications to be 
brought direct to each seat, making simultaneous 
translation, voting systems, lighting and similar 
features possible. 

Serapid has been involved with all of these 
solutions and is ideally placed to advise and help 
with the provision of systems offering a level of 
flexibility to fit a wide variety of budget levels. n

www.serapid.com

http://www.serapid.com
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Up to scratch

O 
n March 13, 2015, halfway through 
a carefully thought-out seven-year 
restoration and upgrade project – 
carried out while the historic 1893 
building remained open – a major 

fire ripped through Battersea Arts Centre (BAC) 
in south London.

It was a devastating blow. Yet, typical of the 
can-do attitude of theater in general and this 
organization in particular, BAC was open for 
business the next day. 

“Our building is actually in two parts,” says 
Dan Palmer, the company’s senior production 
manager. “The limestone and brick section 
between them was difficult to burn, something 
the fire brigade was quick to identify and use to 
its advantage.” While the Grand Hall, the rear 
section and BAC’s largest performance space 
suffered extensive damage, the front half of the 
building was affected only by smoke. “The senior 
management met on the night of the fire, then 
again early the next morning to decide on a plan 
of action. It was all hands on deck cleaning, but 
we opened that day. The biggest immediate loss 
was our stock of technical equipment, but with 
much appreciated help from friends and valued 
suppliers we were able to carry on.”

Unexpected opportunities
The fire also offered up new possibilities for the 
ongoing project to reinvent the BAC building, 
which had already changed once from its original 
role as Battersea’s town hall when it was turned 
into an arts center in 1979. The latest reinvention 
began in 2007 and involved a collaboration 
between BAC and architects Haworth Tompkins, 
renowned for their work redesigning and updating 
the Royal Court, Liverpool Everyman, Chichester 
Festival Theatre, the National Theatre and others. 
The aim of BAC’s artistic director David Jubb was 
to create a building better able to support the 
ambition to be more than just a performance 
space or community hub, but rather an 

organization with a purpose to inspire people  
to take creative risks to shape the future.

This same approach was also applied to the 
building project itself. Drawing inspiration from 
a visit to the Teatro Oficina in São Paulo and 
the ‘scratch’ process BAC uses when creating 
shows – sharing ideas early in development then 
incorporating feedback to refine them – BAC 
and Haworth Tompkins employed a process they 
came to call ‘playgrounding’. The team at BAC 
describe the process as “treating our buildings 
like a playground for our collective imagination, 
often trying things out on a small scale through 
temporary structures that we can test before 
building something permanent”.

The new outdoor Courtyard theater at the 
heart of BAC is a perfect example of this process. 
The courtyard was part of the town hall’s original 
design, the lungs of the building, letting light and 
fresh air into the heart of it. But over time that 
purpose had been lost as encroachments were 
made into the area – a kitchen expansion on  
one side, a lift shaft on the other, windows 
covered over, netting strung across the top  
to keep pigeons out. Ultimately it became the 
informal staff meeting-and-smoking area.

Courting success
Performance companies – particularly one whose 
main performance space has been temporarily lost 
– are always seeking more areas to perform in. 

The transformation now unveiled is a balance 
of traditional architecture, new building design 
– the intrusions into the space have now been 
removed and façades combine original red brick 
and glazed white brick with new sliding glass 
doors – and the versatile techniques of theatrical 
production, which have taken this blank canvas 
and turned it into a place for performance. A 
dramatic new balcony structure, created by 
specialist supplier Steeldeck, wraps around three-
quarters of the courtyard area. But the structure 
itself was only half of the challenge Steeldeck 

Disruption to a restoration project presented a unique 
opportunity to reimagine a previously underused space
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The new outdoor Courtyard 
theater had previously been 

used only as an informal staff 
meeting-and-smoking area



Steeldeck created a bespoke 
structure at Battersea Arts 
Centre to turn a previously  
under-utilized area into a  
versatile performance space
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was presented with: the other half was BAC’s 
openness to uncertainty and consequent need for 
flexibility. As Palmer says, “The courtyard might 
not work. We might decide to take it all out, 
put a garden in there, or do something different 
for another show. So the brief was not just for 
one structure with all the attendant bracing and 
sightline challenges, but for a system that was 
flexible and kept the cost of putting it in and 
taking it out to a minimum.” 

To Philip Parsons, the managing director 
of Steeldeck, this kind of collaboration feels 
like something remarkable and new, a kind of 
transient architecture – the solidity of a building 
with the flexibility of a theater production; a 
temporary structure that feels permanent rather 
than makeshift. It’s also something he feels that 
Steeldeck, with its long and diverse history, is 
ideally placed to deliver. The company grew 
out of a theatrical set construction firm when, 
30 years ago, it created the Steeldeck modular 
decking system, now world renowned and used 
on shows and events from the Olympics to the 
annual Vanity Fair Academy Awards party in 
Hollywood. The company subsequently applied 
its design and engineering expertise to creating 
permanent, highly versatile seating structures, 
including innovative complex retractable systems 
for venues as diverse as the large SSE Hydro 
Arena in Glasgow and the tiny studio at the 
Colchester Mercury Theatre.

For BAC, Steeldeck has created a structure 
that starts with a base layer of custom decking 
units with waterproof tops that incorporate 
drainage. They lift the courtyard’s floor level to 
that of the surrounding building while letting 
the water that is inevitable in a space open to the 
elements through to the drainage in the concrete 
slab below. Constructed with standard Steeldeck 
modules, the structure can also readily be adapted 

for performances – such as the opening show – 
that require the ability to have performers  
appear or disappear through the stage surface,  
or sections to be raised and lowered at will. 

Within this customized decking array are 
integrated substantial mounting structures onto 
which are secured custom, hinged base plates. 
The seating’s support columns are inserted 
horizontally into these and then pulled up to  
the vertical, a practical solution devised by Nigel 
Parker, Steeldeck’s technical designer. Handrails 
are inserted to link adjacent sections, then the 
audience platforms – custom Steeldeck units 
– are lifted into position between each set of 
legs. Key sections are bolted back to new points 
installed discreetly into the building – with the 
structure removed, all that is left behind are the 
socket holes, which can be capped over. The 
entire structure was installed on site in a matter 
of weeks by a team from Steeldeck in the run up 
to the opening performance, Little Bulb Theatre’s 
Extravaganza Macabre. 

For Battersea Art Centre's Dan Palmer, 
the collaboration with Steeldeck has more 
than delivered on the building project's brief, 
producing a structure that is solid and strong, 
rugged yet versatile, safe yet retaining the 
ephemeral nature of theater. To Steeldeck’s 
Parsons, it feels “that the skills, experience 
and engineering expertise we’ve been learning 
and practicing for the past four decades – our 
experience across building theater sets that 
vanish at the end of a run, up to working on the 
biggest structures in the largest arenas that have 
to last forever – is all now perfectly encapsulated 
in a courtyard theater in Battersea, run by an 
organization brave enough to just experiment, 
the essence of a life-long learning process.” n
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Multiple. 
choice. 

N 
owadays, long-lasting cultural 
buildings such as performance 
venues do not limit themselves  
to a single type of performance. 
To assure profitability over 

multiple decades, investors increasingly ask for 
multipurpose functionality to suit all kinds of 
productions. What does that mean for audiences, 
and for the stage design criteria for such venues?

To address this question, there are several 
aspects that must be kept in mind, including 
acoustic demands; infrastructure changes; safety 
concerns for the audience, actors and staff; 
generation conflicts; and implementation of 
future technologies such as augmented or virtual 
reality. Another aspect that must be considered 
is the design of the performance space in a 
venue and its ability to change to meet specific 
demands. The concept of a multipurpose space 
can range from possible spatial changes in a 
building – involving the stage or the audience, or 
both at the same time – to changes to the whole 
building structure that create different spaces 
inside as part of a kinetic architecture.

A modular decking system 
provides performing arts 
venues with a range of 
staging options, increasing 
multipurpose functionality
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Decking covering 
the audience seating 
area at Amsterdam’s 
Stadsschouwburg 
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Above: The implementation  
of stage and rostra in an old 
train station in Dornach

Right: A rendering of the stage 
setup installed in the Opera 
Cologne renovation project

Below: Rendering of the 
mobile staging designed 
for the Royal Albert Hall 
project. Charcoalblue was the 
consultant on the project
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Developing expertise
When Hoac started its business in the event and 
theater industry in the early 1980s, few would 
have imagined this trendsetting architectural 
development for performance venues. The 
opportunity to be part of this trend came with 
requests from both sides – users and consultants. 
Starting with a welded system frame for stage 
productions for theaters and opera houses, the 

Hoac system expanded to become a modular 
system for staging and rostra.

The basic frame system was further developed 
to become a sophisticated modular decking 
system that enables a wide range of possible 
structures and a variety of possible uses in 
a venue. “There is a need for individualism 
within each performance venue, at a certain 
place, due to the cultural differences in the 
world. With our expertise in engineering and 
welding we expanded our modular system for 
multifunctional use. Together with consultants 
and users, the system is still growing and new 
ideas become reality,” explains Martin Hoegg, 
CEO and co-owner of Hoac. Based in Moers, 
near Düsseldorf in Germany, all the company’s 
products are manufactured in Germany and 
meet EU and ISO standards for welding.

One special option offered by the system is 
the ability to lower or raise the height of both 
single pedestals and groups within a stage area, 
without dismantling the complete stage. Hoac’s 
patented frame-to-frame connections makes 
it possible to lift a single deck, frame and legs 
without touching the rest of the stage. This gives 
users a variety of options for rapid stage setups. 
The system also enables the customer to position 
legs not only at the corners of a frame, but also 
along the frame profile. The modular system 
can be upgraded with accessories to modular 
motorized stage wagons, turntables, plafonds and 
set design elements, which gives additional value 
and sustainability.

Widespread application
Working with experts from all over the world 
leads to great projects, such as the renewal of the 
main stage of the Royal Albert Hall in London, 
UK. In this instance, as well as a requirement for 
rostra, an additional aim of the project was to 
leave space underneath to store a piano. Other 
notable projects that Hoac has been involved 
with include the implementation of stage and 
rostra in an old train station in Dornach, 
Switzerland; the decking of the audience seating 
at the Stadsschouwburg in Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands; and the mobile forestage at the 
drama theater in Hamburg, Germany. The list of 
international performance venues working with 
the modular system is growing each year. With 
the unique Hoac frame system, modular decking 
technology continues its successful and efficient 
use in venues across the world. n

www.hoac.de

http://www.hoac.de
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LIGHTING

Guiding 
light

T 
heater consultants and architects 
have warmed up to LED wash 
lights due to their superior color 
mixing, silent operation, low heat 
generation, and low maintenance 

pay-offs. Yet, many still hesitate to fully embrace 
the idea of an all-LED installation, particularly 
when it comes to key and house 
lighting applications. 

However, a paradigm 
shift is currently underway. 
Verified claims of longevity, 
improved heat management, 
energy savings, and 
further advances in optics, 
dimming, color rendition, 
and control and noise 
management are providing 
a compelling case for the 
superiority of LEDs over 
traditional light sources, 
even for the most 
demanding projects.

LEDs are re-shuffling 
performance standards 
and client expectations 
in theater lighting, not 
only due to their intrinsic 
advantages but also thanks 
to an influx of novel options 
from new entrants who seize 
the opportunity afforded by 
a disruptive technology to 
compete in a field that has 
previously been dominated by 
just a handful of manufacturers.

Ideas factory
The entertainment lighting industry, in particular, 
has served as a creative incubator for companies 
to test new applications of LEDs, because of its 
less exacting dimming and color rendering 
specifications and because installations, unlike 
theater applications, are often temporary, making 

early adoption less consequential. 
Chauvet, for example, began 

experimenting by outfitting 
wash lights with LEDs for the 
concert and touring markets in 
the early 2000s. This enabled 
the company to acquire the 
expertise to overcome the 
hurdles that had previously 
limited the use of LED fixtures 
in theatrical applications. 

Today, some of these 
products are a first in theater. 

A case in point is the 
Chauvet Professional 
Ovation E-260WW, an 
LED ellipsoidal with 
an output greater than a 

750W tungsten fixture and a 
throw distance suitable for its 
use as a key light, even from a 
front-of-house position. While 
many color-changing LED wash 
and Fresnel lights match or 
exceed the output of their 750W 
incandescent counterparts, it’s 
only now that white LEDs are 
able to deliver the needed punch 
to get the job done as key lights. 

LED technology continues to make a strong  
case for replacing traditional light sources
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Above: The Ovation E-260WW 
by Chauvet Professional is 
suitable for use as a key light

Left: The Ovation H-105WW 
houselight from Chauvet 
Professional incorporates 
COB LED technology



LIGHTING
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Paradigm shift
New LED fixtures from 
stage lighting manufacturers 
are also challenging typical 
architectural lights. The 
typical house lights are 
often expected to perform 
both as architectural wash 
lights and theatrical 
lighting fixtures, but they 
have serious downsides 
when used in theater. 
These architectural lights 
dim, but in a choppy and 
unattractive manner 
compared with the smooth 
dimming of a theatrical 
LED house light such as 
the Ovation H-105. 

 While they offer 
needed solutions, recent 
developments in LED technology challenge 
consultants and architects to navigate through 
an expanded and sometimes unfamiliar set of 
available options to determine which ones meet 
both their clients’ goals and their own standards 
most effectively.

 Color rendering is an example of a rapidly 
evolving area. The ability to mix and change 
colors instantly from a controller without costly 
expendables was LED technology’s entry into 
theater. However, washing backdrops with color 
is one thing, lighting actors is another. 

Today’s fixtures, such as the Chauvet 
Professional Ovation-FC (full color) line of 
ellipsoidals, cyc lights, and the impending Fresnel 
lights, add lime to red, blue, green and amber 
LEDs to create rich, natural colors that provide 
the hues necessary to light performers on stage. 
They can change colors slowly or quickly and in 
any sequence, maintaining a flat, even field of 
light. Once and for all, designers can forego color 
gels as well as loud and aging scrollers; and they 
can use fewer fixtures since multiple lights from 
each angle are no longer a requirement for color 
transitions on stage. 

Making a case
In spite of these clearly beneficial advances, 
specifying an incandescent ellipsoidal continues 
to feel safe to some, and may even seem logical  
in the case of a mere addition to an existing 
incandescent rig when substantial investments 
have already been made in dimming racks and 
infrastructure to support the traditional fixtures.  
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less complex data routing concepts. This makes 
installing the equipment less expensive and 
decreases the potential for errors and cost 
overruns by contractors.

As LEDs gain in popularity, major lamp 
suppliers are shifting their focus and resources 
away from pursuing advances in lamp technology. 
The supply of HPL lamps is likely to decrease 
over time, which should drive up the costs of 
replacement lamps. This, in turn, will not only 
render LED fixtures even more attractive, but 
also inevitable. 

Chauvet is a Sunrise, Florida-based 
manufacturer of lighting products for the 
theatrical, entertainment and architectural 
industries. Founded in 1990 by Albert Chauvet, 
the company’s CEO, Chauvet now has 250 
employees and facilities located in Florida, 
California, Mexico, the UK and Belgium to serve 
its global distribution network. The company’s 
groundbreaking LED fixtures have won 
numerous awards from industry associations. n

www.chauvetprofessional.com

After all, the argument goes, ‘Why reinvent the 
wheel and invest in another infrastructure to 
support a shift to LEDs?’

Most LED fixtures do require a constant 
power and distributed data network via multiple 
DMX channels and universes. However, users 
can daisy-chain multiple fixtures per circuit and 
DMX is daisy-chained as well. So the investment 
in new data distribution setups is not as significant 
as it might seem.

DMX, the standard control protocol, is itself 
becoming less of a deterrent to adopting LEDs 
due to the advent of much more intuitive lighting 
protocols such as sACN and Artnet using much  

Above and far left: The Ovation 
E-910FC by Chauvet Professional

Left and below: LED lighting is fast 
becoming the technology of choice 
for large-scale productions, such 
as those at Puy du Fou in France

http://www.chauvetprofessional.com


DESIGN

Grand 
designs
T 

he Grand Sierra Resort is located 
in the heart of Reno, Nevada, USA. 
Offering nearly 2,000 guest rooms 
and suites, the resort is a popular 
tourist destination. The Grand 

Sierra Resort also offers 200,000ft2 of meeting 
and convention space, and hosts top-name 
entertainment events in the resort’s distinguished 
Grand Theatre.

The theater has a rich history and has become  
famed for its stage productions. In mid-August,  
2015, for a Billy Idol concert, the venue opened 
the doors of an expanded, newly renovated 
and updated Grand Theatre. Elements of the 
sentimental value and class of the venue have 
been preserved, but the renovated theater was 
updated with new sound and lighting systems 
intended to give the audience the best audio 
and visual experience possible. Visitors to the 
beautiful new theater were treated to an elevated 
audio and comfortable viewing experience, 
showcased in that night’s performance and those 
that followed. 

The Grand Theatre is located in the former 
MGM Hotel and Casino. When it opened in 1978, 
it contained a dinner theater that accommodated 
1,800 guests and the largest stage in the world, 
complete with flies and stage lifts. Nowadays, 
dinner theater is not popular or economically 
viable, so the resort operators wanted to change 
the theater to a flexible performance venue with 
fixed seating for 2,700 and with the ability to have 
standing room for rock concerts, increasing the 
capacity to more than 3,000.

In light of these requirements, the new design 
channeled the spirit of the arts and created a 
functional space that elevated the experience  
of all performances held thereafter. The deep red 

and cherry wood color combination throughout 
the theater and lobby create harmony and 
warmth within the scene, while highlighting 
the nostalgic appeal the theater has acquired 
over the years. The new design also incorporates 
luxurious floor-to-ceiling glass walls, creating a 
visually pleasing and modern lobby that does not 
interrupt the flow and functionality of the space. 

Seeing clearly
When approaching the theater from the casino 
floor there is an open box office before the 
enclosed lobby with LED displays of the events. 
The lobby is completely enclosed with frameless 
glazing. Even the required fire exit stairway 
adjacent to the lobby is enclosed with fire-rated 
glass to maximize the openness of the entry.

The new entry defines the new theater. It is 
level with the casino floor and the cross-aisle 
for ease of access to wheelchair positions off 
the cross-aisle. The new theater lobby extends 
through the pervasive casino ceiling to create 
a two-story lobby space. The new lobby has a 
frameless glazing system with stainless-steel spider 
and glass fins, and features an 11ft-wide curving 

Redevelopment of an existing theater and its entry 
space has brought a historic venue up-to-date
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Main: The theater configured 
for to host a rock concert event, 
with additional LED screens 

Inset: The theater's cross-aisle 
and parterre seating sections

Far left: The standing room  
section with wagons removed

Bottom left: The theater lower 
lobby area with grand staircase

Bottom right: The entry and box 
office from the casino floor

 DESIGN
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Clockwise from above: The 
theater with the original main 
curtain deployed; the seat 
wagons in place; the parterre 
section, cross-aisle VIP and 
removable orchestra wagons 

DESIGN
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grand staircase. The staircase and elevator provide 
access to the rear of the parterre seating and 
wheelchair positions at the back row.

The original theater floor and entry was gutted 
and a new design was implemented – it has three 
equal banks of comfortable continental seating, 
with the parterre section above the cross-aisle. The 
orchestra section has booths and VIP seating as 
far as the midpoint, where there’s a railing and a 
drop to a flat floor for a standing audience. When 
this floor is not used for rock concerts, there are 
three banks of wagons that continue the flow 
of seating from above, down to the stage. The 
orchestra seating wagons are on casters and are 
rolled to the large stage lifts and stored below the 
stage when rock concerts are held.

Expansion plans
The original audience chamber footprint could 
not accommodate the desired capacity. The width 
of the chamber could not be easily expanded, as 
it was constrained by emergency stairways. 
However, it was possible to demolish existing 
steel girders to eat into the large stage and 
expand the orchestra seating area up to the first 
stage lift. It was also possible to extend the 
parterre seating to an upper lobby level. The 
distance from the stage edge to the last row in the 
parterre is 140ft, which exceeds recommended 
distances but is mitigated by two large LED 
screens, situated stage left and stage right, high up 
at the proscenium opening. The distance has not 
discouraged audiences from attending packed 
houses since the renovation. The audience 

reaction to the transformed theater has been 
enthusiastic, praising the venue for its ambience, 
sightlines, functionality and improved acoustics. 

The theater renovation has altered the venue 
acoustics, creating a crisper, more intelligible 
sound. The existing sound system was not 
modified. The sidewalls, with cherry wood 
paneling, are reflective – as opposed to the 
previous drapery, which muffled the space. 
The correction, which achieves the desired 
reverberation time, was made by installing new 
fabric-covered fiberglass absorption panels on 
the rear walls, up above and surrounding the 
control room.

The atmosphere inside the new venue has 
been transformed from 1970s casino to a warm 
performing arts center. Those who have been 
attending the venue since its opening will note 
nostalgic nods to the theater’s past – the main 
drape and its valance, and the drapes that define 
the side boxes. The renovation also included new 
performing artists’ facilities, dressing rooms and 
green rooms.

The project architect, theatre consultant and 
acoustical consultant is John Sergio Fisher & 
Associates of Los Angeles and San Francisco. 
The structural engineer was BJG of Reno, the 
orchestra seating wagons were designed by 
the resort’s director of entertainment, Chris 
Christiansen, and the general contractors and 
owners’ representatives were Victor Rios and 
Bobby Ouellette. n

www.jsfarchs.com
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STAGE TECHNOLOGY

By the sea

T 
he Black Sea Arena in Georgia 
officially opened its doors in July 
2016, marking the occasion with 
a special opening show. A broad 
array of Prolyte products was 

installed at this modern event facility.
The venue, designed by German architects 

Drei Architekten, is located close to the shores 
of the Black Sea. The building’s architecture has 
some nice twists – the open auditorium can be 
closed within minutes in case of rain, thanks 
to 168 rotating, translucent façade lamellas 
that protect the audience from sun, wind and 
rain. When open, these enable full views of the 
beautiful Caucasus landscape.

The Black Sea Arena’s auditorium features 
10,000 seats in circular grandstands. Visitor 
lounges, VIP areas, four cinemas, auxiliary 
areas and technical rooms are arranged below 
these seating areas. The auditorium, which 
has a stage width of 207ft, has been designed 
to accommodate the largest productions from 
international performing artists. 

Calling on expertise
Lithuania-based system integrator Scenos 
Techninis Servisas (STS) was asked to provide 
the turnkey installation of light, LED screens, 
and sound and stage structures, comprising  
more than 30 tons of equipment in total. For  
this installation, Prolyte, L-Acoustics and Robe 
were selected as main suppliers. 

“All-in-all, the installation of this project went 
pretty smoothly,” explains Laurynas Paskevicius, 
managing director of STS, “We knew we could 
rely on Prolyte as the manufacturer for all the 
hardware. They’re known for their excellent 
products and product support, which to us is 
really what makes the difference for a turnkey 
project of this size. Prolyte products are foolproof 
and easy to build, and the stage floor was built in 
a record time.”

The event stage floor, spanning more than 
10,000ft2, is created from Prolyte StageDex, and 
uses a combination of standard TopLine decks 
and the EasyFrame C support structure. The 
main stage of 85 x 79ft is complemented by a 

An experienced technology provider was called upon for  
the installation of systems at a new multipurpose arena 
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Main: The Black Sea Arena’s 
auditorium contains 10,000 
seats in circular grandstands

Left: German consultancy  
Drei Architekten designed  
Georgia’s Black Sea Arena



Clockwise from above: The grid 
above the arena’s auditorium; 
Prolyte hoist technology is 
installed in the main grid; the 
main grid can be lowered to 
provide easy access; lowering 
the main grid can also aid in 
the changeover between shows

STAGE TECHNOLOGY
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catwalk of 6.6 x 72ft, and both are supported with 
the EasyFrame C. A 19.7ft-diameter circular stage 
on telescopic legs completes the staging.

The flexibility of this system is highlighted by 
its building time – the STS crew built the floor in 
less than eight hours. The universal structure can 
be built in several setups, as stage floor, platform 
or as a grandstand, thereby creating maximum 
flexibility for the venue.

Above the stage, a pair of 98ft spans of S66 
truss, suspended on 32 2-ton ProLyft hoists, acts 
as the main grid. This grid is pre-installed with 
all cabling for the show systems, such as power 
and signal cables. The main grid can be lowered 
to the stage floor to provide easy access to set  
up or change the show elements.  

Several other truss types, such as the H30V, 
H40V, S36V and S52SV trusses, can be used to 
make several stage setups. Two circular trusses 
and two special triangles give a range of options 
to create stunning stage designs. Using a box 
corner system gives the arena technicians the 
freedom to create several truss designs without 
the need for extra corner types.

To support the trusses, nearly 100 ProLyft 
Aetos hoists were installed, with either 1,000kg 
or 2,000kg loading capacity. To complete the 
rigging system, a special interface was built that 
can control all 99 channels at once. Linking to 
the eight 12-way Aetos Pro controllers, a ProLyft 
Aetos Piccolo touchscreen control offers full 
control of all hoists. Simple control setup and 
built-in safety features make the system easy  
for technicians to understand and use.

 Completing the installation is a crowd control 
system, based on the Prolyte Barriers, which offer 
different setup possibilities.

“The fact that Prolyte can supply all of the 
elements needed to complete the hardware 

elements of the installation is very favorable  
and makes system integration easy – it really 
works like a one-stop shop,” says Paskevicius. 
“The Prolyte team gave excellent support before 
and during the installation. We can rely on  
them to support us, and on the products to  
offer optimum safety.”

Satisfied customer
The operators of the Black Sea Arena are happy 
to have their venue equipped with state-of-the-
art products from Prolyte, Robe and L-Acoustics.

“With the equipment installed, we have 
become a really flexible, multipurpose venue, 
ready to accommodate the most demanding 
artists and performances,” explains Dimitri 
Beridze, executive director of the Black Sea 
Arena. “It’s incredible to see how easy and fast  
we can convert the stage and the trussing to 
different setups. Our technicians are trained 
to operate all systems, and to guarantee safe 
operation. All in all, it has been a pleasure to 
work with the STS and Prolyte teams.”

As one of the leading manufacturers of 
hardware products and structural solutions  
for the entertainment industry, the Prolyte team 
is passionate about offering the best solutions 
for users and customers. When producing the 
basic building blocks of entertainment industry 
performances – such as trussing, staging and 
electrical hoists – the company always strives for 
product excellence and continuous innovation. 
Prolyte is determined to support the creativity 
of designers on the one hand and the safety of 
technicians on the other. Prolyte products can  
be found in installations, events and productions 
all over the world. n

www.prolyte.com
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Helping you build
great things

“The Prolyte team gave excellent support before and during the installation of 
the Black Sea Arena; we can rely on them to support us and on the products 
to offer optimum safety.” Laurynas Paskevicius – managing director of STS

WWW.PROLYTE.COM FACEBOOK.COM/PROLYTEGROUP TWITTER.COM/PROLYTE

http://www.prolyte.com


Clockwise from above left: The 
David Darling Play House; 
acoustic wall treatment; the 
school’s interactive foyer; an 
exterior view of the building

MARSHALL DAY ACOUSTICS

ACOUSTICS

Drama school

T 
he Geelong Grammar School  
for Performing Arts and Creative 
Education, designed by Peter  
Elliott Architecture and Urban 
Design, opened in May 2015. The 

school’s brief for the US$15.5m project had been 
detailed, requiring the development of a complex 
that would nurture creative education through 
music and drama classrooms, rehearsal spaces 
and multifunctional performance spaces. 

The school provides a collection of beautiful 
spaces designed to foster creative education, 
while also providing flexible meeting areas for 
a wide variety of functions. Marshall Day was 
responsible for the building’s acoustic design, 
theater and audiovisual design.

The school’s largest space is the David Darling 
Play House. In assembly mode, this utilizes 800 
retractable seats supplemented by flat-floor loose 
seating for large school gatherings. With the seats 
partially extended, the space supports spoken 
drama by using the front floor as a stage area 
and creating a soft proscenium with drapes that 
are suspended from the operable flown grids. 
Opening the orchestra pit means performances 
of musical theater are also possible. 

In flat-floor mode, dinner gatherings  
for several hundred guests or large orchestral 
rehearsals can be accommodated. Articulated 
timber wall panels with acoustic treatment  
are incorporated into the interior design of the 
space, and operable acoustic banners enable the 
reverberation time to be adjusted to suit the wide 
range of configurations.

The Bracebridge Wilson Studio is a flexible 
drama performance space with three banks of 
retractable seats for an audience of up to 270.  
The flown technical bars enable an enormous 
variety of staging possibilities, supported by 
theatrical drapes and lighting supplemented  
by unobtrusive acoustic design features.

Interactive features
The Geelong Grammar School for Performing 
Arts and Creative Education’s grand foyer serves 
not only as a meeting hall and function room, 
but also as an interactive learning space featuring 
an impressive suite of video walls and interactive 
touchscreen learning pods. These interactive 
features can be used to teach visual arts or to 
create an interactive focus for small activity 
groups and specialist class presentations.

A new performing arts school combines various spaces for 
education with the flexibility required by a modern venue
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The performing arts school’s 
Bracebridge Wilson Studio  
features retractable seating 
able to host audiences of up  
to 270. Photo: John Gollings

Awards, with the following comment from the 
jury: “The theater typologies contained within 
have been expertly conceived to cleverly meander 
between flexibility and function in an astute 
response to the needs of contemporary pedagogy 
and theater.” n

www.marshallday.com
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An additional multipurpose space equipped 
with sprung floors, mirrors and flexibly arranged 
drapes facilitates the creation and rehearsal of 
a wide range of dance and drama productions. 
Two teaching spaces separated by an operable 
wall can suit a wide range of class sizes, or can be 
reconfigured to create additional dressing rooms 
for larger casts of performers.

These core spaces are furnished with all the 
facilities of a high-end venue. Dressing rooms,  
a green room, staff offices and design workshops 
are all tied together with the latest in lighting, 
digital audio, video and communications systems, 
capable of linking each venue together for a truly 
collaborative experience. 

Marshall Day proudly worked alongside the 
school and design team, ensuring that exceptional 
acoustic performance was achieved and that all 
technical, visual and communications systems 
were integrated seamlessly to support both the 
facility itself and the end users. The feedback 
has been that both students and teachers are 
delighted with the result.

In 2016, the venue was given the Architecture 
Award (Education) by the Victorian Architecture 
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F 
inland was part of Sweden until 
1809 and the cultural ties between 
the two countries, as well as those 
between Finland and the rest of 
Scandinavia, have remained strong 

ever since. In 1917, Finland became a sovereign 
state, bilingual by constitution. Svenska Teatern 

– the Swedish theater in Helsinki – is a national 
venue for the Swedish-speaking community of 
Finland and, as an important part of Finnish 
culture, is subsidized by both the Finnish 
government and the city of Helsinki.

The theater was built in 1860, but as the 
building has transformed throughout the years 
it had become impractical for theater use. A 
major overhaul was needed to turn the beautiful 
building back into a functional and safe theater. 
The renovation project started in 2010 and was 
completed in 2012.

As a national venue, the theater needs to 
be able to host a vast variety of productions – 
from children’s shows to experimental drama 
and major musicals. The building must offer 
stages with a number of different sizes and 
shapes. Svenska Teatern has become known for 
hosting world-class musicals such as Mamma 
Mia and Kristina från Duvemåla, which require 
functional, technically advanced theater spaces. 
One of the major goals of the renovation 
project, therefore, was to make staging of the 
most advanced productions possible without 
sacrificing the classic architecture of one of  
the oldest theater houses in the country.

Above: The renovation of 
Svenska Teatern in Helsinki 
was completed in 2012. Photo: 
Vallila Interior/Henry Ahlavuo

National 
treasure
Renovation of a national theater involved striking 
a careful balance between preserving the classic 
architecture and installing advanced technology
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All rehearsals and performances can be recorded 
with several cameras and full multitrack audio, 
providing a useful tool for technical sta�  – a full-
scale technical rehearsal can be arranged at any 
time without calling the ensemble to the stage. 

� e theater also needed to serve both Finnish-
speaking audiences and tourists keen to enjoy the 
shows. As subtitling systems are o� en a major 
visual distraction, another approach was chosen. 
An extensive multilingual subtitling system makes 
use of audiences’ own mobile devices, enabling 
them to choose the language they want the show 
to be translated into via their device, removing the 
need for large subtitling screens on stage.

Svenska Teatern showcases modern design 
hidden inside a classical shell. As theater director 
Johan Storgård says, “� e sta�  now has the best 
environment to create the best performances.” ■

www.akukon.� 
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This page:  The renovated 
theater’s technical systems 
were constructed from scratch. 
Photos: Marjo Koivumäki

Reinventing an icon
Svenska Teatern now has three stages – a main 
theater with maximum capacity of 700 seats, plus 
two smaller studio-type theaters (Amos with 160 
seats and Nicken with 70 seats). � e stages and 
their supporting spaces are now fully accessible 
and 3D sightline studies on all the seats have 
made the audience experience the best possible.

� e acoustics of the two studio stages were 
carefully designed to provide an uncompromised 
environment for performances, while the main 
theater represented a challenge, as the original 
19th century architecture and surfaces had been 
preserved wherever possible. Fortunately, the 
acoustics were already of a good standard, so 
the acousticians were able to concentrate on 
soundproo� ng the space. 

� e venue’s state-of-the-art technical systems 
were all built from scratch – the most advanced 
components are the sound and video systems. 
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Korundi House of Culture is located in Rovaniemi, 
Lapland. Its chamber music hall is home to the Lapland 
Chamber Orchestra. The building was originally a bus 
depot dating back to 1933. It is one of the few buildings in 
Rovaniemi that survived World War II and today it contains 
a music hall acclaimed for its world class acoustics. 

Akukon is a leading consultancy in acoustics, performance space design and A/V 
design across Northern Europe and the Baltic countries. At Your disposal are over 
30 designers and consultants. Our headquarters is located in Helsinki, Finland. 

www.akukon.com
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DIAMOND SCHMITT ARCHITECTS

DESIGN

Divide and
 conquerC 

arving up a Broadway-style 
roadhouse to create two smaller 
performance arts venues is an act 
of architectural surgery. When the 
Toronto Centre for the Arts (TCA) 

reopened in the autumn of 2016, a room that 
no longer suited its market was repurposed, and 
now thrives as a successful hub for community-
based productions. 

The TCA is modeled on the ‘culture-on-a-
podium’ tradition of Lincoln Center in New York 
and Place des Arts in Montreal – cities where 
Diamond Schmitt Architects, the design firm 
charged with repurposing TCA, has both current 
and previous projects. The TCA design was 
focused squarely on the auditorium – the recital 
hall, studio theater, lobby, back-of-house and 
administrative spaces remain intact. 

“The reconfiguration represented a sustainable 
approach to design in that every effort was made 
to preserve and incorporate elements of the 
existing theater, while at the same time, altering 
its appearance and functionality,” explains Gary 
McCluskie, principal with Diamond Schmitt.

Drawing a line
To accommodate the new program – a 580-seat 
lyric theater and a flexible, 300-seat black box – 
the original proscenium was chosen as the 
dividing line, and a double-wall construction 
with acoustic and vibration mitigation between 
the two was built to achieve the required mass 

and sound separation. The larger room now 
occupies the seating area of the former theater. 
Twelve rows were removed to build the stage, 
complete with wings, overhead catwalks, and a 
new steel grid and rigging system. The rake of 
orchestra and balcony seating was augmented  
to align with the geometry of sightlines for the 
shorter viewing distance to the stage. A signature 
design feature was sought that would effectively 
reduce the size of the room, provide a distinct 
identity for the theater and enhance the theatrical 
experience. A system of lightweight architectural 
internally lit acoustic panels addresses all three 
objectives, surrounding the audience and defining 
the new proscenium.

Chevron-shaped fabric-faced panels line the 
new perimeter of the house and create a curving 
faceted enclosure around the audience and 
across the proscenium. Steel frames anchored 
to the existing walls support the chevrons. 
Programmable, color-changing LED fixtures 
enhance the geometric patterns of the interior 
walls and intensify the mood of a performance. 
“This dynamic feature makes it possible to 
envelop the entire room in color washing that 
can be responsive to the dramaturgy,” explains 

Careful design 
choices and a 

respect for the 
existing theater 
were crucial to 

dividing a room
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Above: The stage tower, visible 
in the redeveloped black box 
performance space at the TCA

Opposite page: Chevron-shape 
fabric-faced panels are an 
important aspect of the main 
performance space at the TCA

 DESIGN
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Diamond Schmitt Architects
Architects for the FirstOntario Performing Arts Centre, St. Catharines

www.dsai.ca

Design leaders for the cultural building sector

McCluskie. “The walls become part of creative 
productions and each panel can be controlled 
separately, presenting infinite possibilities.” The 
acoustically transparent chevrons also enable 
the continued use of the existing acoustic sound 
absorption system in the room for amplified 
events, while achieving the intimacy created  
by the new interior enclosure. 

The black box is situated on the former main 
stage and includes sightlines of the fly tower 
above. By not enclosing this original feature, 
there is the potential to incorporate the 108ft-
high space in a theatrical manner. A state-of-the-
art tension grid system for hanging lights and 
backdrops is an unobtrusive solution to keeping 
the void visible. Theatrical lighting highlights the 
volume and scale of the original tower. Color-
changing LED lights are mounted to the base of 
the existing rigging and create a vertical screen 
of steel and cables up the back of the new theater. 
Flexible seating for 300 spectators is retractable 
to accommodate theater-in-the-round, flat floor 
functions, and other staging configurations. 
Portable sound-absorbent movable curtains 
line the intimate space, which also features a 

latecomer entrance, separate performer access 
and direct loading access at grade.

These two rooms renew the TCA’s purpose  
as a place for artistic engagement for community 
and provide a professional environment to support 
a wide range of productions. Should popular taste 
swing back to the Broadway-style format, its 
design will allow the space to be reversed to the 
original configuration. n

www.dsai.ca

http://www.dsai.ca
http://www.dsai.ca


Above:  The Dynamiclift rope 
winches, configured here for 
a 240kg load, are able to lift 
double their own weight 

Below: A safety servomotor  
with Roba-stop-silenzio brake.  
Two brake circuits are fitted 
with their own contactless 
release monitoring system 

MAYR

STAGE TECHNOLOGY

Braking news

T 
ours and roadshows demand 
maximum levels of flexibility from 
venue stage technology. For this 
purpose, AMW Spezialhebezeuge 
has developed compact and easily 

transportable rope winches that are able to lift 
more than double their own weight. Within these 
winches, the unique Roba-stop-silenzio stage 
brakes provide maximum safety.

“Dynamiclift rope winches, which weigh less 
than 100kg, are so compact and lightweight that 
they are particularly suitable for mobile use, 
for example while on tour or at roadshows,” 
explains Uwe Schmidt, head of design and 
development at AMW, which is based in Freital 
near Dresden in Germany. The winches can 
easily be integrated into transportable beam 
constructions, and provide a viable alternative 
to permanently installed constructions where 
only low ceiling loads are permitted. As the 
rope winches are often used to carry loads over 
people standing below them, or have to transport 
people, particular safety requirements must 
be fulfilled. In the winch drives, Roba-stop-
silenzio stage brakes with reliable contactless 
release monitoring by Mayr provide maximum 
functional and operational safety. Everyone must 
be able to rely 100% on the safety of stage drives 
during a performance. 

Safety first
During a power failure or emergency stop 
situation, safety brakes bring loads to a standstill 
as quickly as possible and thus reliably avoid 
injury to people or damage to property. In these 
redundant brake systems, two brake circuits, 
which work independently of each other, ensure 
maximum operating safety. The safety brakes 
have a braking torque of two times 19Nm and  
are equipped with an inductive proximity sensor 
for function monitoring. This contactless release 
monitoring system works to prevent unpermitted 
operating conditions, such as the motor starting 
up against closed brakes. In addition, the 

contactless monitoring system works reliably,  
and is magnetic field-resistant and wear-free.

The Dynamiclift rope winches feature 
flexible rope lead-offs, optional carrying and 
transportation aids, and can be installed in 
any position. In spite of their lightweight and 
compact construction, the winches fulfill the 
strict legal specifications for high levels of safety 
and resistance strengths for lifting devices 
according to BGV-C1. The Dynamiclift winches 
combine maximum mobility with high lift loads 
and speeds. In this way, they can work at speeds 
of up to 1.5m/s (4.9ft/s). With reduced loads, 
they can even reach speeds of up to 2.4m/s 
(7.9ft/s). They are available in two construction 
designs for load capacities of up to 125kg or 
240kg. A load measurement system, which is 
integrated into all winches as a standard feature, 
measures and assesses current data on attached 
loads in connection with the stage control. In 
addition to this functionality, overloads and 
underloads are detected. Dynamiccontrol stage 
control, which supplements the winches, works 
in accordance with the requirements laid down 
for the safety integrity level (SIL) 3 according to 
DIN EN 61508. 

Quietly efficient
Dynamiclift winches are driven via highly 
dynamic synchronous servomotors. “These servo 
drives are our own product,” explains Schmidt. 
“There was nothing comparable available for 

Reliable safety brakes for high-performance, portable stage 
winches are a vital component of flexible stage technology
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safety applications on the market. The servo drives 
provide their full torque across the entire speed 
range and feature continuous positive locking to 
the brake.” The reliable Roba-stop-silenzio safety 
brakes are located on the second shaft end. They 
are maintenance-free and are characterized by 
their short construction length. Due to the 
compact design and the one-piece toothed hub, 
they can be easily installed and handled. The 
working air gap is set in the factory and cannot 
be adjusted by the customer. This excludes 
malfunctions caused by operating and adjustment 
errors. The plug-and-play solution is in keeping 
with modern trends. Roba-stop-silenzio brakes 
are equipped with a special noise-damping 
system. Switching noises are barely audible and, 
on new damping systems, are less than 50dB(a). 
Long-term tests have confirmed that the low-
noise operation is maintained even after 300,000 
switchings. Even after several million switchings, 
noise levels still lie well below those of other 
stage brakes.

To meet the consistently increasing demands 
for higher speeds and accelerations, AMW is 
currently working on a new development in 
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CANCELLED

Reliable stage brakes 
... and your show will run according to plan  

An important performance

D-87665 Mauerstetten, www.mayr.com

mayr® – stage brakes: 
The only brakes with fail-safe 
release monitoring 

Fail-safe release monitoring
“We cannot afford our stage drives to prove unreliable during a 
performance. mayr® power transmission has made a decisive 
contribution towards the improvement of operational reliability 
with their contactless release monitoring devices for stage 
brakes. This monitoring system functions absolutely perfectly. 
When it comes to reliability, we make no compromises”.
Harald Heinen, Theater & Philharmonie Essen

your reliable partner

the field of stage winches. Here Mayr power 
transmission safety brakes are also being used. 
“These new high-speed winches have lifting 
speeds of 3-6m/s [9.8-19.7ft/s],” says Schmidt, 
indicating the future-orientated nature of the 
new technology. n

www.mayr.com

Above: The complete drive 
for high-speed truss winches. 
The assembly features a 
planetary gearbox, a safety 
servomotor, a Roba-stop-
silenzio brake, an absolute 
encoder and a manually 
operated emergency drive

http://www.mayr.com
http://www.mayr.com


Above: At Maihof Church in 
Lucerne, a combination of roll 
banners and curtain systems 
provide a flexible acoustic 
setup. Photo: Theres Bütler

GERRIETS

ACOUSTICS

I 
n many cases, it is necessary to adjust 
the reverberation time of a venue due 
to different events taking place in the 
same room. There are different options 
available to achieve variable sound 

absorption: rotating wall panels, curtains, or even 
inflatable membrane absorbers called aQflex. In 
some situations, the architectural environment 
requires another technical solution – for example, 
a church that is also used as a venue for events 
such as concerts or lectures. These buildings 
are often historical landmarks, so curtains or 
fixed wall panels are not allowed because of 
their interference with the original architecture. 
A technical solution often used in these cases 

is highly absorbent roll banners. When the roll 
banners are not being used, the fabric can be 
retracted completely into the housing, which can 
be hidden above the ceiling to avoid spoiling the 
building’s appearance.

Case in point
A recent example of the use of large absorbent 
roll banners is the St Georgen Church in the 
German city of Wismar. The challenging part of 
this installation was to build a highly absorbent 
roll banner with a width of 14.5ft. In total, eight 
banners measuring 14.5ft by 28ft have been 
installed in the church. A special ultra-wide 
absorption fabric was woven for this installation. 

Roll banners can 
provide variable 
room reverberation 
times without an 
adverse impact on 
venue architecture
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Above: St Georgen Church in 
Wismar uses eight large roll 
banners, which feature a spe-
cially woven, ultra-wide fabric

 ACOUSTICS

The two layers of fabric enable a high absorption 
coefficient in the middle and high frequencies. 
For organ music, or rock music and pop events 
with high energy in the bass frequencies, low-
frequency absorbers can be added to achieve a 
shorter reverb time in all frequency bands. Further 
improvement in low-frequency absorption can 
be achieved by closing off the roll banner at the 
sides, which considerably enhances the absorption 
below 500Hz.

Highly absorbent roll banners, such as the 
new Gerriets G-Sorber, offer a range of acoustic 
transformations for venues such as churches. 
Not only can the fabric be retracted completely, 
the banners can also be adjusted to a number of 
presets, offering a wider range of variable reverb 
times. An example of a flexible acoustic room 
adjustment can be seen in Maihof Church in 
Lucerne, Switzerland. In this case, a total of 12 
G-Sorber roll banners have been installed along 
the walls, accompanied by curtain systems in the 
lower part of the room. The church is used for 
worship and sacral music where a long reverb 
time is required, and also for modern concerts 
that require a shorter reverb time. Congresses 
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and meetings require short reverb times to 
enhance speech intelligibility.

Fabric roll banners can also be raised from 
the bottom. In Bremen Cathedral, the acoustic 
setup was redesigned by renowned acoustician 
Jürgen Meyer, an expert in church and cathedral 
acoustics. Meyer specified that eight large fabric 
banners should be installed, along with 656ft of 
resonance absorbers for the bass frequencies. As 
a result, the reverb time in the bass frequencies 
has been reduced by 2.3 seconds, while the 
middle and high frequencies can be altered by  
2.5 seconds by retracting the fabric banners.

It can be technically challenging to install 
highly absorbent fabrics in order to adjust a 
room’s acoustics. In most situations, curtain 
systems represent the easier solution, but the 
venue architecture or acoustical demands 
often require a roll banner solution. With new 
ultra-wide highly absorbent fabric, architects 
and acousticians now have a wider range 
of opportunities to achieve highly variable 
acoustical solutions for any kind of venue. n

www.gerriets.com

http://www.gerriets.com
http://www.gerriets.com


Below: A project to install new 
drapes at the Philippine Arena 
required more than 21,325ft of 
custom-dyed Wool Serge fabric

Right: The new drapes and 
pelmet at the Grand Theatre 
in Leeds. The design called for 
hundreds of hand-cut pieces 

J&C JOEL

STAGE TECHNOLOGY

Grand scale

A  
leading manufacturer of flame-
retardant fabrics, drapery and 
stage engineering solutions for 
venues located around the world, 
J&C Joel has recently completed 

a major front-of-house project at the Grand 
Theatre in Leeds, UK.

Originally built in 1878, the Victorian theater 
now plays host to a range of productions, from 
dance and drama to touring West End shows. 
Earlier in 2016, J&C Joel was commissioned to 
recreate a new front-of-house drape and pelmet 
befitting the stunning venue.

The project showcased J&C Joel’s ability to 
combine stunning design with manufacturing 
and installation on a scale few other providers 
can match.

More than 20 people from J&C Joel worked 
with the technical team from the theater to 
design drapes that measure 37.1ft wide and 29.9ft 
high and are made from one of the company’s 
most prestigious velvet fabrics – Wine Vegas 620 
Velvet Velour. The fabric was color matched to 
complement the seating and overall theme of 
the auditorium. A semi-circular wooden pelmet 

measuring 18ft at its peak was manufactured to 
perfectly fit the curvature of the building and had 
to be carefully winched into place by the stage 
engineering team.     

The hand-crafted appliqué that adorns 
the new drapes and pelmet was based on the 
original theater drape design and was created 
from hundreds of hand-cut pieces of Antique 
Gold Regal Satin fabric, showcasing high-quality 
craftsmanship that makes both the theater 
operators and J&C Joel very proud.

International appeal
While the project at the Grand Theatre in Leeds 
was located close to J&C Joel’s HQ in Halifax, 
UK, the company has also achieved global reach 
through an international network of offices in 
Europe, South Africa, the Middle East, Macau 
and Hong Kong, which collectively export to 
more than 80 countries. 

J&C Joel’s UK headquarters is in an original 
textile mill, which is more than 140 years old, 
and features an impressive 80,730ft2 floorspace. 
This enables the company to manufacture and 
create projects such as the drapes used in the 

A UK supplier is providing fabrics and stage engineering to  
an increasingly international portfolio of performance venues
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Philippine Arena – currently the world’s largest 
indoor arena. This project called for more than 
21,325ft of custom-dyed Wool Serge fabric.

Other recent international projects for the 
firm have included the National Museum of Qatar, 
the Louvre Abu Dhabi, Motiongate Theme Park 
in Dubai, the Royal Guard of Oman Technical 
College, the Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
and The Venetian Macao resort.

However, it is J&C Joel’s recent project  
at the presidential palace in Ankara, Turkey, 
that reflects the recent strong growth in the 
company’s operations. This particular venue 
project involved a complete stage engineering 
solution and included the installation of three 
Serapid stage lifts, an entire stage safety curtain 
solution, 44 1-ton powered flying sets, and front-
of-house drapes. 

Established more than 35 years ago, J&C Joel 
is a proud British company with an increasing 
project portfolio of large-scale drapery and stage 
engineering solutions in prestigious venues 
around the world. n

www.jcjoel.com 
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Above: The RSC’s Other Place 
in 2016. Photo: David Tett

Below: The Other Place’s foyer 
space. Photo: Stewart Hemley

STAGE ELECTRICS

STAGE TECHNOLOGY

Sense of place

O 
ver the past 11 years, the Royal 
Shakespeare Company (RSC) 
has been undertaking a dramatic 
transformation of its home 
in Stratford-upon-Avon, UK. 

This has included redeveloping the Royal 
Shakespeare (RST) and Swan theaters, and has 
culminated in the reopening of The Other Place, 
timed to coincide with the 400th anniversary of 
Shakespeare’s death in 2016.

“It was important that the RSC continued 
to perform in Stratford while each of the three 
performance spaces were rebuilt,” explains RSC 
deputy technical director Peter Bailey. “In the 
first phase, we built a big iron box on the car 
park of The Other Place. Inside that we built The 
Courtyard Theatre as a self-standing unit. This 
enabled us to continue to put on performances 
while the RST and Swan were rebuilt. Now that  
these theaters are fully functioning again, we have 
come to the last phase of the transformation. The 
Courtyard no longer exists, but its big iron box 
is still there and, with the help of Stage Electrics, 
we have gutted it to transform it into the new The 
Other Place, the last venue to be rebuilt.”

Unusual innovation
Funding for this stage was limited and the RSC 
set some very harsh budgets. 

“And we stuck to them,” explains Simon 
Harper, who was the RSC’s project director for 
The Courtyard Theatre, deputy project director 
for the whole project and specifically responsible 
for its technical aspects. “This meant we had to 
look at unusual ways of doing things, which we 
then found were very efficient.”

“We’ve recycled a lot of equipment,” says 
Bailey. “All the seats, the steel, dimmers and 
lighting rigs are ex touring stock, and we built 
a series of internal rooms to contain a new 200-
seat studio theater, two new rehearsal rooms, 
a new home for our costume store – giving the 
public access to our 30,000 costumes for the first 
time via a new theater tour – and a café bar. It’s 
not state-of-the-art, but it works really well and 
it’s also our new R&D facility.”

An innovative approach to a substantial redevelopment 
project relied on continuity and technical expertise
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Stage Electrics helped to draw up the technical 
client brief and then completed the detailed 
design. As the new studio theater was formed 
within the metal box, the company installed the 
lighting, sound and AV infrastructure, providing 
continuity across the three theater spaces.

“We reused a lot of equipment from the old 
Courtyard amp room, including racks and facility 
panels,” adds Jeremy Dunn, head of sound at 
the RSC. “It was vital to have Stage Electrics 
to do that, as they knew how things had been 
installed originally and were able to help us with 
terminating and reconnecting the optical system 
that routes through to our other theaters. That 
helped us save a considerable amount of money.” 

“We have a very good relationship with 
Jonathan Porter Goff [Stage Electrics’ project 
manager] and the team,” adds Bailey. “They talk 
on the same wavelength and, because they’re 
theater people, they inherently understood what 
it is we were trying to achieve on this project, 
plus the quality of their product is very good.  
The results are excellent.” n

www.stage-electrics.co.uk
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STAGING CONCEPTS

ACOUSTICS

Working 
in concert
I 

n 2015, Staging Concepts completed a 
custom-made Bravado Acoustical Shell 
system for the East Texas Symphony 
Orchestra’s (ETSO) primary venue, 
the Cowan Center, located within the 

University of Texas at Tyler. The state-of-the-art 
system consists of mobile towers and ceiling 
panels that align to form a resounding, attractive 
performance space that enhances the audience 
and performer experience. 

To address two primary needs – for increased 
storage and better acoustics – the Cowan Center 
and the ETSO needed to call upon the skills of 
multiple experts. To coordinate the project, 
they chose Alec Stoll of Stages Consultants as 

the theater consultant. Stoll led the project by 
facilitating the teams necessary to both design 
and install the acoustical shell. The team, which 
included Staging Concepts, was led by Stages 
Consultants and required the cooperation of the 
Symphony, the Cowan Center and the University 
of Texas at Tyler.

Stoll proposed a unique solution for the space 
hindrances in the venue – an acoustical shell that 
would utilize fly space, leaving more room for 
other groups to store materials behind the stage; 
and relieving the venue of any concerns about 
backstage impact.

“Staging Concepts played a key role in the 
engineering of this project and was instrumental 

An innovative new 
acoustical shell 
enhances theater 
space, and can be 
customized to meet 
venue requirements
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Opposite page: The new 
acoustical shell for the Cowan 
Center makes use of mobile 
towers and ceiling panels 

Above: The new Bravado shell 
not only improves the venue 
acoustics, but also provides 
additional storage capabilities

 ACOUSTICS

to the success of the custom aspects of this 
acoustical shell, says Stoll. “The disassembly 
and reconnecting of the towers to the bases is so 
orderly and quiet that it’s almost anticlimactic.” 

 The Bravado Acoustical Shell provides 
an attractive background that highlights the 
performers to the audience. The shell is made up 
of curved, reflective surfaces that are designed to 
reflect the sound energy in multiple directions. 
The performers also benefit from the acoustical 
shell enclosure. 

Success story
Nancy Wrenn, former president and executive 
director of the ETSO, praised both the process 
and the end result. “The acoustical shell enhances 
on-stage communication between musicians, 
increases the projection of quality sound into the 
hall and allows for unique flexibility through our 
ability to reconfigure the space to accommodate 
ensembles of varying sizes.”

“We were truly thrilled to successfully 
complete this challenging orchestra shell 
project,” adds Staging Concepts vice president 
Bob Randall. “Our team worked closely with 
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the client and theater consultant to achieve 
some very innovative features to meet the 
needs of the space. The towers are designed to 
be hoisted off their respective bases into the fly 
space to accommodate the venue’s tight storage 
conditions. We were very happy to customize a 
shell system that perfectly satisfies their venue.”

With many other Bravado projects underway, 
such as the Taichung Metropolitan Opera House 
in Taiwan, Staging Concepts continues to work 
with clients around the world to meet the 
aesthetic and performance needs of varying 
performing arts spaces.

Staging Concepts offers the finest in portable 
stage equipment including: performance stage 
platforms, seating riser platforms, custom 
applications, camera platforms, portable stairs 
and raised flooring. The Bravado is constructed 
with a lightweight aluminum alloy frame and 
composite honeycomb core reflector panel.  
The shell is fully customizable, giving customers 
the option to choose from a variety of panels, 
finishes, light fixtures and configurations. n

www.stagingconcepts.com
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Above and below: The new 
stage machinery installed at 
the Music Theatre of Folklore

Bottom and right: The theater’s 
hall. Svetlost Teatar delivered 
a turnkey project installation

SVETLOST TEATAR

STAGE TECHNOLOGY

Old meets new

T 
he new Moscow Music Theatre  
of Folklore, referred to as ‘Russian 
Song’ and managed by celebrated 
Russian artist Nadezhda Babkina, 
aims to provide a national center 

for traditional music, dance and the performing 
arts in a multinational and multicultural country.

Located at Olimpiyskiy Prospekt, in the 
downtown area of Moscow, the theater is a part 
of the modern Diamond Hall Business Centre 
complex, and occupies an area of more than 
96,875ft2. The venue is organized as a multistory, 
independent building block comprised of public 
areas and backstage facilities.

The modern complex has little in common 
with the traditional wooden cottage style of 
old Russian buildings – on the contrary, the 
high-tech design and finishing make for a total 
contrast to the warm and gentle folk singing, 
music playing and dancing performed inside.

Around herself and her Russian Song artistic 
assemble, Babkina has built a team of traditional 
artists, based at the theater and working on 
different educational and performing programs.

Building blocks
Intended to host the widest possible range of 
different shows and events, the venue’s design 
and construction paid special attention to the 
integration of up-to-date theater technology 
equipment into the auditorium and fly tower.

From the beginning of the project, the brief 
was geared toward multipurpose use. As well 
as music and drama performances, small and 
large-scale orchestra and chorus concerts, many 
other activities had to be catered for, including 
corporate events, fashion shows, banquets and 
New Year’s Eve celebrations.

Custom-designed understage machinery 
located in the proscenium and main stage area 
plays the main role in the transformation process, 
followed by the upper stage machinery inside the 
high fly tower.

The design, production and installation was 
realized by Svetlost Teatar as part of a turnkey 
contract. A total of 100 drives are involved. To 
fulfill the different seating layout requirements 
and auditorium/stage configurations, a total of 
26 motorized proscenium lifts form the heart 
of the transformable system. An additional 
11 motorized platforms are integrated in the 
main stage area. Lifting capabilities are provided 

A new national center for traditional performing arts 
uses the latest developments in stage technology
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STAGE TECHNOLOGY

by more than 90 Spirali� s, and self-guiding 
motorized platforms transfer the full technology 
loads to the building’s concrete construction.

Depending on the � exible seating layouts, 
the new venue has a maximum capacity of 
1,000 spectators. In addition to the main stage 
motorized platforms and upper-stage machinery, 
the venue has a fully motorized and controlled � y 
system. A separate winch room at grid level was 
also included during the design process.

A few years a� er successfully completing 
work on the Barvikha Concert Hall in Moscow 
for a private owner, � e New Moscow Music 
� eatre of Folklore presented a new challenge 
for the specialists at Svetlost Teatar. However, 
the Moscow venue retained many of the same 
goals, including a multifunctional preference for 
running a wide variety of programs. Although 
they are completely di� erent types of auditoria – 
while both have a capacity of around 1,000, the 
Barvikha Concert Hall is a black box theater and 
� e New Moscow Music � eatre is a traditional, 
Italian-style theater – the two venues have much 
in common, not only from an engineering point 
of view, but in their prosperous outlook. ■

www.steatar.rs
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Clockwise from above: A 
view of the infrastructure 
at the Khavaran Theatre in 
Tehran, Iran; the exterior of 
the building complex; the 
auditorium at the Khavaran  

PADYAV

DESIGN

Full service

F 
ounded in 1993 by Masoud 
Roostaei, Padyav specializes 
in stage design and theater 
engineering. Since then, the 
Iranian company has focused 

on its strategic goal of the development and 
modernization of amphitheaters, music and 
concert halls, opera houses, sound studios, 
cinema complexes and other venues in Iran,  
as well as in other countries in the Middle East 
and the Caucasus region.

Padyav operates a turnkey business model, 
offering its clients services in design, consultation 
and coordination between different engineering 
teams for individual projects, as well as materials 
and equipment selection, implementation, 
installation and preparation for delivery, and 
technology utilization.

With many years of professional experience 
and a diverse team of specialists and engineers, 
Padyav has the capability to design, implement 
and maintain any kind of multipurpose salon 
and theater from scratch. Its services can be 
summarized in four main categories: engineering 
and professional service and assistance from the 
design idea stage, through to equipment selection 
and provision, execution, installation, operation 
and utilization; procurement and delivery of 

technical products and equipment; aftersales 
support with regular technical maintenance; 
and technical cooperation in the design and 
manufacturing of hardware and steel parts  
with its domestic and international partners.

The company uses cutting-edge technology 
and, through cooperation with respected 
partners in Iran, Europe and Canada, has 
become a recognized international brand in its 
field. Every project has its own unique concept, 
form and structure, and is undertaken based 
on the combined professional expertise of a 
group of domestic and international associates. 
Projects conform to all safety and professional 
international standards. 

Guiding principles
Padyav operates based on a number of key 
principles. All materials and equipment used  
for walls, surfaces and floors, acoustic fabrics, 
internal decorations, seats, and carpeting, as  
well as wooden parts and paint, are fire-resistant. 

All equipment, machinery and accessories 
used in its projects are absolutely state-of-the-art 
and based on the most advanced and up-to-date 
technology. The company maintains persistent 
and productive mutual collaborations with 
Iranian and European partners in the fields of 

Advanced materials, state-of-the-art technology and 
collaboration are central to a company’s design ethos
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Above: Tehran’s Azadi Cinema 

Below: Kian Cinema Complex

 DESIGN

acoustics, electroacoustics, theater engineering, 
lighting and stage machinery. 

Padyav maintains membership in international 
professional and technical societies, as well as in  
organizations in the field of cinema and theater  
engineering and projection systems. The company 
exhibited at Frankfurt’s Prolight + Sound in 2015 
and 2016, and also at Berlin’s Stage|Set|Scenery 
in 2015.

In the past eight years, Padyav has completed 
several turnkey projects, including 11 theater 
halls, 15 amphitheaters and multipurpose halls, 
two outdoor concert theaters, 26 cinema halls, 
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and a fully digital audio studio. The company 
also has a number of projects that are currently 
under development.

Padyav is ready to embark on any kind of 
challenge and to go beyond borders in its fields 
of operation – either on solo projects or in 
collaboration with other interested parties. The 
company’s goal is to play a decisive role in the 
theoretical and practical development of the 
industry in the region, set new horizons and 
build new standards. n

www.padyav-stage.com

http://www.padyav-stage.com
http://www.padyav-stage.com


Below and opposite: Puy du 
Fou’s latest production called 
for specialist masking drapes, 
printed fabrics, projection 
screens, rails and motion 
control systems from ShowTex

SHOWTEX

STAGE TECHNOLOGY

Stage craft

P 
uy du Fou is a historical theme 
park based in western France and 
is home to extravagant shows in 
which thousands of actors and 
animals recreate historical stories. 

Now, Puy du Fou has taken things to the next 
level with its newest production – Le Dernier 
Panache. The team at Puy du Fou commissioned 
ShowTex for the production and installation of 
all the masking drapes, printed fabrics, projection 
screens, rails and motion control systems that 
bring Le Dernier Panache to life.

Performed in a completely custom-built and 
360° rotating theater, the 2,400 members of the 
audience are immersed in the story on a multi-
sensory level, smoothly rotating to watch the 
performance taking place on six different stages. 
ShowTex rose to the challenge and installed the 
most solid and sturdy stage technology suitable 
for intensive use, including more than 21,500ft² 
of custom-made technical ceilings above four of 
the six stages. These ceilings required 10 tons of 
steel profiles and aluminum tubes to create this 
indispensable system for hanging draperies and 
light sources.

Le Dernier Panache features no less than 
32,290ft2 of Galaxy 250 printed fabrics, an 
M1-certified soft material with a good weight 
to opacity ratio. However, this project did not 
involve traditional printing. Creating the life-size 
palace, for example, involved an extraordinary 
level of precision to achieve the required realism. 
All the elements were cut out and hand-sewn on 
LaserVoile for enhanced detail.

Setting the stages
This space had to be used for several elements of 
the Le Dernier Panache production. Two printed 
backdrops of 2,150ft² were each equipped with  
a HiSpeed Roll-Up 8000 system measuring 69ft, 
as well as a mechanism at the back for a Roman 
curtain opening, which made it possible to 
change the set in the minimum amount of time. 
Additionally, one of the sets was fitted with two 
concentric ShowTrack tracks, each curved over  
a length of 102ft and equipped with a built-in 
RTD3000 motor for easy and efficient DMX or 
simple cable control. 

To create the ultimate immersive environment, 
ShowTex opted to install a variety of large-scale 

An extravagant, multi-stage theme park production  
required specialist material and machinery expertise
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projection surfaces, including an impressive 
9,690� ² panoramic screen made of FP SuperMat. 
� e bottom of the screen is immersed in water 
and even hit by waves during the performance, 
so ShowTex had to ensure that the screen stayed 
tight at all times. Elsewhere, seven double-layered 
mobile screens featuring 18,300� ² of FiberCloth 
M0 reveal di� erent scenes in the show and � nally 
6,460� ² of New Mesh was printed and cut in the 
shape of a giant lamp, providing an additional 
and sound transparent projection surface.

� ousands of feet of � ame-retardant Molton 
CS were used for the production of masking 
drapes, legs, borders, backdrops and linings, 
ensuring minimum shrinkage in this sometimes 
humid environment. But the biggest challenge 
was that the installation had to be completed in 
just a couple of weeks, with all suppliers required 
to work closely together. Working day and night 
with the most specialized and experienced 
technicians, the ShowTex teams rotated in shi� s 
to get everything done in time and proved once 
again that nothing is impossible. ■

www.showtex.com
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T: +32 3 236 84 40 // INFO@SHOWTEX.COM // WWW.SHOWTEX.COM
AMAZING STAGE FABRICS IN MOTION

FLAME RETARDANT FABRICS & STAGE HARDWARE ADD UP TO THE ULTIMATE

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE
 LE DERNIER PANACHE - PUY DU FOU - THEATRE OF GIANTS 

Over 3.000 m² of projection screens,  3.000 m² of printed fabrics, 1 km of masking
drapes and various roll-up & stage track systems make up the 6 giant theatre stages.

http://www.showtex.com
mailto:INFO@SHOWTEX.COM
http://www.showtex.com


Clockwise from above: Movecat 
equipment was selected by the 
tour’s audio system designer; 
the equipment in use during 
the tour; the systems were 
integrated into the BSTG audio 
rig; Adele performing at the 
Manchester Arena in 2016. All 
photos: Klaus Bolender, except 
below by Ralph Larmann

MOVECAT

STAGE TECHNOLOGY

Tour de force

A
s part of her 2016 world arena 
tour, Adele performed four back-
to-back shows at a sold-out, 
21,000-seat Manchester Arena 
in England. The stage setup for 

the production is the work of Es Devlin, Patrick 
Woodroffe is responsible for the tour’s lighting 
design, Adam Bassett is the arena tour’s associate 
lighting designer and Roland Greil is the lighting 
director and programmer.

Black Box Music (BBM) of Berlin has taken 
over the sound reinforcement for the tour, and 
has invested in additional kinetic equipment 
from Movecat. A complex sound reinforcement 
system is used for the two stages, which require 
a seamless transformation between 270° and 
360° arena coverage. The acoustic localization is 
designed to follow the artist. The audio system 
– including all loudspeaker enclosures, drives, 
cable trusses, power and signal distributors as 
well as the motor controllers themselves – must 
therefore be positioned accordingly.

Audio system designer Ulf Oeckel based his 
decision to employ Movecat equipment for the 
positioning on three criteria: ease of use, safety 
and flexibility. 

Radio controllers have long been standard  
in countries such as Sweden and are regularly  
used, particularly by the events industry. “In 

the case of major productions in particular, 
cable-dependent operations disturb the work 
flow, imposing limitations at the same time on 
collaborators from other trades and disciplines,” 
explains Oeckel. 

“For the Adele tour, radio systems from 
Movecat are integrated into the BSTG audio 
rig. Since all the audio systems – including 
amplifiers, power distributors and motor 
controllers – are flown, we wanted to avoid 
cables dangling from the rigging at all costs, 
with all the additional work involved, as well 
as to achieve as slim and compact a design for 
the 360° audio system as possible. This meant 
the kinetic equipment, too, had to be capable of 
operating without annoying cables. The solution, 
employing Movecat wireless remote controls, 
works very well.”

Movecat designed the chain-hoist remote 
controllers in question specifically for the Adele 
tour. They are suitable for use worldwide and 
are also now available to other users. The MRC 
R-Series includes models operating in the 
2.4GHz ISM band for the remote control of  
4, 8, 12 or up to 32 Movecat D8/D8 Plus chain 
hoists. These motion remote controllers feature 
the Tru-Diversity transceiver system. To assure 
interference-free operation, this enables the  
user to choose any of 10 channels or else opt  
for automatic channel selection.

International appeal
The MRC R-Series is R&TTE-, ETSI 300 220/328-, 
DIN EN 60204-32- and EN 13849-1-compliant, 
as well as being CE/Europe-, FCC/USA-, FC/
Canada- and ARIB/Japan-certified, ensuring the 
basis for interference-free wireless operation in 
venues all over the world. Certification for tour 
venues in other countries can also be integrated 
upon enquiry.

On Adele’s UK and European tours, BBM 
used MRC R-Series wireless chain-hoist remote 
controllers from Movecat to govern 20 of the 
57 motors in the BSTG audio rig. For the US 

A major international arena tour benefited from the operator’s 
selection of kinetic equipment suitable for multiple markets
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tour in the autumn of 2016, this number 
increased in order to accommodate the 
greater anticipated weight of the pre-rig and 
lighting setup.

Oeckel is extremely satisfied with the 
equipment’s performance to date, as well as 
with the further possibilities of the Movecat 
equipment: “At the moment, the Movecat 
radio systems are the only wireless motor 
controllers I’m acquainted with on the 
German market that are approved for use 
worldwide. For this reason, I expect the 
system will be turning heads and will be the 
subject of favorable comments from other 
members of the international crew on the 
current Adele tour.” n

www.movecat.de
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SAFETY FIRST – MADE IN GERMANY

MOTION SOLUTIONS      125 - 6.000 KG         HIGH QUALITY      HIGHEST SAFETY STANDARDS       HIGH ACCURACY    
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY      24/7 HOTLINE      PROJECT SOLUTIONS      EXTENDED WARRANTY 

DYNAMIC  STAGE TECHNOLOGY

BGV D8/DGUV V54, D8 Plus and BGV C1/DGUV V17 kinetic solutions according to IGVW SQ P2 as well as EN 61508 / SIL 1 to SIL 3

Controller Touring RackChain Hoist Winch

Wireless Vario Speed I-Motion Basic

I - Series

L - SeriesLoad-Monitorring

T: +49 [0] 70 32 - 98 51 – 0 
F: +49 [0] 70 32 - 98 51 – 99
contact@movecat.de

MOVECAT GmbH
Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 23
D-71154 Nufringen 

worldwide dealers/distributors 
                       are welcome 
                  www.movecat.de
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Why merge the Wrocław Philharmonic and the 
Wratislavia Cantans International Festival, 
creating the NFM? I wished to build a very powerful 
organization that could partner the most important music 
institutions in the world. An institution boasting a venue that 
draws guests from the entire world, both artists and listeners. 

Can you explain your role in the development 
of the new NFM venue? In 2002 I was a member of the 
team developing an election program for Rafał Dutkiewicz, a 
candidate for Mayor of Wrocław. I and a colleague included 
the construction of the concert venue as one of the points in 
the program. Later, I managed this project directly, headed the 
preparatory and conceptual work, and managed the selection 
of the acoustics company and competitions for an architectural 
design, as well as the selection of the contractors. When the 
contractor was on-site, my role was to promote, program, and 
make sure the requirements of the venue were implemented. 

What has been your personal highlight? � e moment 
I remember most vividly is the � rst rehearsal of the symphony 
orchestra at the new venue. It was then that I heard how fantastic 
the sound of the main concert hall is, and saw how wonderful 
the musicians feel in it. � en I knew we had made it. 

Can you tell us about the performing spaces? 
� e NFM features a 1,800-seat symphonic concert hall, three 
smaller chamber spaces, rehearsal rooms, an educational center, 

Andrzej Kosendiak, director of Poland’s 
National Forum of Music, on the project 
to build the arts organization a new venue
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exhibition space, and o�  ces for 11 resident ensembles. Because 
of the wide variety of repertoire that we present, I worked 
very closely with Tateo Nakajima of Artec Consultants (now 
integrated with Arup) to have four very di� erent performance 
spaces where each of our ensembles could � nd an optimal 
environment to rehearse and perform. � e Artec team also 
made certain that they were very quiet spaces so that we 
could record in each one. � e concert halls have innovative 
systems that allow us to adjust the acoustics depending on the 
repertoire and performers. � is main hall equipment includes 
a sophisticated system of acoustic canopies, acoustic chambers 
and curtains, and also enables the stage environment to be 
adjusted with two stage-extension li� s. 

Is the project meeting the goals you set? From 
the beginning, the NFM was to be a tool for the development 
of musical life in Wrocław. If you compare the activity of the 
Wrocław Philharmonic in 2005 with the program of the NFM 
in 2015: there were two festivals, now there are seven; there was 
one ensemble, now there are 11; and the number of employees 
has doubled. In 2005 there were 178 concerts, and in 2014 – so 
still at the old venue – we had 740 events. In the � rst season at 
the new venue we organized 2,427 events. Ten years ago, the 
Philharmonic organized a dozen or more educational classes. 
Today we o� er hundreds of them, including nationwide projects. 
In the opening season the NFM was visited by 438,428 people, 
and 150,000 participated in events outside of the venue. � is 
means that more than half a million people were involved in 
our program over one year. � e residents of Wrocław identify 
with this place – they want to come here and spend time here. 
� e musicians are happy, they want to play, record and perform. 
Everyone wants to come back here. Anyone who has performed 
here wants to come back. What more do we need? ■
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Your 
move?Standing ovation for  

safest stage operation

Bosch Rexroth AG
Watch the video at https://youtu.be/E1b9ESbaJjo

We’re in.

Your 
move?

The operator panel SYB SCIV is probably the most modern control unit for rather 
sophisticated cues and performances in all kind of venues. Both serving the huge 
equipment of worldwide renowned theatres and opera houses as well as a few axis 
in a tiny town hall the control system SYB3.0 and the pioneering SYB SCIV panel 
provide a safe and intuitive human machine interface. As one of the most compact 
devices on the market the panel comprises a 22” capacitive multi-touch screen with 
a brilliant full HD resolution LED display. It supports up to 10 points and gestures,  
is fully enclosed, silent without any fans thanks to an innovative cooling concept  
and the possibility to extend it with a second 22” multi-touch monitor.

Vienna Burgtheater, stage design by Harald B. Thor for 'Wassa Schelesnowa' by Maxim Gorki, 
director Andreas Kriegenburg

https://youtu.be/E1b9ESbaJjo
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